
The Acquis·i tion or Liquids 

Mary Louise Edwards 

l. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose and Hypotheses 

This thesis concerns the acquisition of liquids (land r) 
by a number of children. The purpose of the investigation was 
to go beyond the surface substitutions to discover the 
phonological. processes which would account for these substitutions 
and all the intermediate steps in the acquisition of the sounds 
involved. 

Th~ hypotheses were 1) that there a.re a few be.sic processes 
ta.king place in children's acquisition of liquids, 2) that 
acquisition can be accounted for by a model {proposed by David 
Stampe) which says that these processes a.re innate an.d are 
gradua1ly limited and suppressed in acquisition, 3) that the 
changes taking place in the speech of children speaking other 
languages (French and German in this case) should vary according 
to the types of liquids found in these languages, and 4) that if 
the processes are phonetically plausible, they will be operating 
in languages of the world, and thus, evidence for them should be 
found in historical. or dialectal. change. 

1.2. Methods 

The data for the first four children was collected in 1968-70, 
and was gathered at regular interviews at the homes of the 
children. The interviews were approximately two hours long and 
took place two or three times a month. A few tape recordings 
were made, but most of the data were written in phonetic trans-
cription as spoken by the child, The interviews vere "free" 
in that no rea1 attempt was made to get the children to talk. 
Usually I simply listened as the children were pls.ying and 
transcribed their utterances. Sometimes I had them look at 
picture books with me and tell me the names of objects. Imitated 
forms are not included. Data for Emily Ss.lus come from her 
father, Blld data for Jennifer Stampe come from David Stampe. 
The data for Joan Velten, Hildegard Leopold, and Edmond and 
Charles Gregoire come from the books or articles by the fathers 
of these children. 

For each of these children all the words which should have 
contained liquids were collected and organized according to the 
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laws :is that :fricatives presuppose stops, i.e. the intermediately · 
close fricatives presuppose the maximally close stops, which 
affofd greater contra.st to the vowels. Thereiore, fricatives 
are ~cquired only after stops have been acquired. These laws 
and the prin~iple of mrudmal contrast govern the step~by-step 
development of the phonemic system. At each progressive stage, 
neutr:alizations of certain oppositions a.re suspended, and thus 
the phoneme inventory increases. 

Sounds may be allophones before they becom,e phonemic. For 
example, Jakobson (1968) says that often a narrow and more front 
vowel (e.g. CeJ) appears in the beginning simply as a variant of 
the fundamental vowel [aJ, which is either optional (~ may 
vary with ~) or combinatorial: usually CaJ after labials, 
CeJ after dentals. But as soon as both vowels become separate 
phonemes, "the child attempts to intensify the difference of 
wideness and CeJ is narrowed to CiJ." 

Similarly, Velten {1943) says that in the 25th month CL] 
appears as an allophone of short CuJ before dentals (first in sLt, 
'sit') in accented syllables. Accordingly, fut 'foot', dud -
'good', bus 1bush 1 , futs I fix', etc. change tofLt, dt d while 
fup 1whip 1 , fub 'swim', etc, retain CuJ. But the phonemic 
opposition (u/L) is not established until the 36th month. 

Now these analysis are clearly wrong. A child who acquires 
a high vowel, e.g. CiJ does not substitute this for the CeJ 
allophone he may have used for [aJ; rather the CeJ remains an 
alternate of CaJ, and the new Ci] represents vowels distinct from 
either CeJ or CaJ. A child does not change dede 'dada' to didi 
upon acquiring CiJ! Similarly, Joan Velten's allophone CtJ~ 
CuJ as in fLt 'foot', did not "become" a phoneme. Upon acquiring 
the [l]-phoneme distinct from CuJ, the vowel of fLt reverted to 
CuJ. Jakobson and Velten 1s mistake was possible only because they 
ignored the substitutions that were being made. 

Since Jakobson analyzes the child's system as a separate 
entity, without reference to the adult system, the child's 
phonemic system may at any point be non-congruent with the adult 
system. This means that the child may have phonemic distinctions 
not found in the adult system. For example, an English child 
may have a vowel length distinction. 

The special difficulty with this type of analysis is that it 
is nearly impossible to get the substitutions, and thus the 
processes, from the data. Substitutions cannot be gleaned from 
the phoneme system, although the phoneme system can always be 
deduced from the substitutions. Velten does give a few equational-
type statements such as "p/b for English [p, b, v-J" (Velten 1943}, 
but these are of little help, especially since he chooses very • 
few exemplary words, and does not attempt to give many of the 
11homonyms" represented by a form. The model makes such statements 
as these mere optional footnotes to the description. 

The model which followed in this paper differs greatly  
from those outlined above. It is that proposed by Stampe (1969).  
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In Stampe I s view, the child's pronunclation ts derived..from his 
mente.l. repr:esenta.tion c,f adul:t speech. ':l,1hi~ mental representation 
corresponds approximately to the adult surface pronunciation:· 
and is the child's underlying :representation, · An inn.ate system .. 
of phonological processes operates ·on this representa.t.ion. The 
innate system expresses the full system of restrictions on.speech: 
a full set ·of unlimited and unordered phonological processes. 
Thus in early stages when all of these processes are. applyingin unordered fashion, simple sequences like de.de.de., mamama appear. 
Each nev phonetic opposition the child learns to pronounce 
involves some revision of the innate phonological system; Changes 
in the child's phoneme inventory are merely one of several 
secondary effects of a change in the system of processes. The 
mechanisms of revision are suppression~ limitation, and ordering: 
thus, the child's task in acquiring adult pronunciation is to 
revise all aspects of the system which separate his pronunciation 
from the st~dard. If he succeeds, the resulting system will be 
equivalent to that of standard speakers (444). The child 1 s 
closer approximations, of adult pronunciation are seen as reflecting 
his limitations or suppressions of those processes which a.re not 
comlil.on to the adult system. 

According to Stampe, there is no need to refer to implica-
tional 1aws such as Jakobson proposed. The regularities in the 
order in which phonetic representations a.re mastered can be 
explained by independently attested properties of' the innate 
system (its processes, their inner hierarchies, and their inter-
relations) and by the three mechanisms whereby the innate system 
is revised (445}. Moreover, there may arise contra.dictions to the 
order of acquisition predicted by the implicational laws. Jakobson, 
being interested only in the phoneme system, can ignore such 
problems by interpreting the implicational laws in terms of 
phonemic representation. Since he does not have to account for 
contextual variation, he can disregard context-sensitive processes 
which may contradict his implicational laws. The inventory is 
set up without regard for neutralization in some of the forms ,as 
long as sounds are phonemic elsewhere. It follows that the 
implic~tional laws cannot even account for the phonemic repre-
sentation, but only for the phonemic inventory. Stampe says 
that these implicational universals are actually just innate 
universal phonological processes which govern phonetic (not 
underlying) representation and which have to be ordered for 
acquisition. The child has to unlearn those not appropriate to 
his language. 

Jakobson claims that the child may create an opposition which 
does not exist in the adult language, but this is impossible if 
the child has the adult system underlying. Stampe sees no evidence 
that the child has a phoneme system of his own. In fact there 
is counter evidence; see my remarks above on the claim that the 
child converts allophones to phonemes. It appears that the child 
has internalized a representation which transcends his own 
productions and forms the base on which the innate system of 
processes operates. 
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position of the liquids in the words. Then I tried to find the 
'regularities 'and substitutions' and ultime.tel:v-. 'the underiyfng ' 
processes, This was done for the English-speaking children first. 
Then I .analyzed the data for the FreJich and German children to . 
find out what underlying· proces.ses wer~ operative in· their speech. 
I expected to find that as .the types of liquids varied, the 
subsequent substitutions (and thus the forms of underlying· 
processes) would vary also. 

Last, I looked through some books on language families and  
phonetic change for evidenc.e of the same basic processes in  
historical or dialectal change. This was not intended to be an  
exhaustive search, but rather a random sampling. If my processes  
were phonetically plausible and natural, I assumed that they  
would be oper.ative in some adult lapguages, as evidenced by  
phonetic change.  

This study differs from most concerning acquisition. First, 
it differs from the traditional studies which consist of vocabulary 
lists and atomistic listing of substitutions. These are patterned 
after Neogrammarian grammars. For such studies (e.g. Leopold 
1939} each word is given in phonetic transcription, and the words 
are listed in alphabetical order along with the dates at which 
they appeared. This survey of word acquisition is very detailed 
and inclusive, but no attempt is made to generalize and integrate 
the data. In fact, Leopold states that it is too early to attempt 
generalizations, and thus he limits himself to the task of 
recording. He does tabulate the child's representation of 
standard sounds and gives some "rules" of sound substitution, 
but these rules are only superficial substitutions and changes 
(such as assimilation}. There is no attempt to analyze substitutions 
like z + s into their constituent processes, in this case devoicing 
and palatalization. In spite of the detail of such studies as 
Leopold's, they require reanalysis because they do not connect 
parallel phenomena and do not reveal generalizations. 

Second, my study differs from those inspired by Roman  
Jakobson, These studies usually consist of a statement of the  
child's successive "phoneme inventories." According to Jakobson  
(1968}, the child's task is to master the system of phonemic  
oppositions. The principle in operation is that of "maximal  
contrast." The first opposition is a maximally open phoneme, e.g.  
/a/ versus a maximally closed one, e.g. /p/. Then the first  
consonantal opposition is that of nasal and oral stop, followed  
by the opposition of labials and dentals, and so on. The  
chronological succession of these acquisitions is surprisingly  
uniform. This is because it agrees exactly, Jakobson says,  
with the general laws of irreversible solidarity (or unilateral  
implication} which govern the synchrony of all the languages of  
the world and determine their phonemic inventories. One of these  
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1.4. Symbols and Terms 

All the symbols· and terms are used with their usual values. 
The.only questionable.term is "Retroflexion," This name (like 
the others) is not meant:to have physical :phonetic reference. 
Not all r's a.re uretroflexed/' in the strict sense. The' term 
deretro:f'lexion merely indicates a. 11 le>sa of r:_-ness," leaving a 
purely vocalic sound. 

2. 	 Processes Found Affecting Liquids in the Children's .SEeech 

2.1. Processe.s Directly Affecting Liquids 

The main processes found to be operating directly on liquids 
involve a simple dela.teralization of 1, and a "loss of r-ness 71 

(or,"deretroflexion") for r. The numbering used here is the 
numbering found in the list of processes in Appendix A. 
Delateralization is L3: 

(L3) coronal~ +sonorant [-lateral] 
±velarn 

i.e. a) r+sonorant] -+ C-latera.lJL+velar  
ul -+ u " ,.. 

b) 	 f+sonorant) · -+ [-le.teralJ 
L:vela.r J 

~1 -+ A 
Deretroflexion is R2: 

(R2) Sonorant-+ -R 

i.e. a) r b) r c) r 
w 	 w 

~~~~onal l =~~~onal] ::~onal] 
+BK +BK +BK 
+retro [ +retro [+retro[ 
-stress -stress +stress 

' ... -	 1'+ 
0,., a 	 6 (more e~actly 5a) 

These processes result in a vocalic substitute whose syllabicity 
and quality depend on the syllabicity and vocalic quality of the 
underlying liquid. Since nonvelar !_ has basically an i-quality, 
its delateralized substitute would be a palatal, eventually~· 
However, !may be labiovelarized as in Ll: 

http:lntera.lJ
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(Ll) r+Rnd ·J1 -+ L+velar 

Its nonlateral: substitute is a la.biovela.r or u-qua.lity vowel, 
The contexts :for (Ll) vary, depending on the child, much as 
its degree of generality varies in English aduit· speech (see 
App~ndix B), We donot expect the child's speech to· reflect a 
more limited context for the process than does his adult model. 
In fact, we expect it at first to be less limited, if possible, 
and indeed this is the case with most of the children studied. 

Since !_has a 2.,-like quality, loss of its !_-ness leaves a 
velar glide in most cases, However, as in adult idioms, r is 
labia.lized or rounded in certain contexts. Rl gives the process 
in its strongest form, with no contexts specified. 

(Rl) [+Rnd] 

Therefore, upon deretroflexion, according to process R2, we 
get three distinct substitutes. For unstressed nonsyllabic !.,, 
we have nonsyllabic o or a, depending on whether or not there 
is rounding, and for-stressed syllabic t we have syllabic 6. 
More precisely, we have a vowel with a nonround off-glide~. 
because stressed syllabic r typically seems to end in a non-
labialized r-glide. I have omitted this detail from the formulation 
of the processes, but it invites further study. Since American 
[rJ is already [-corona.lJ, there are only two (R) rules. 

Process L2, Loss of Coronality, says that all !_1s become 
noncorona.l (apical). 

(L2) [+latera.lJ -+ [-coronal] 

i.e. a) 
ul-+[+vei:r1 ,.,

+Rnd 

b) 
-+ 11[-veiarJ 

-Rnd "' 

13 is the important process of dela.teraliza.tion by which 
[-conronalJ sonora.nts (especially [+roundJ, [+velar]) become 
[-lateral]. 

2.2. Processes Indirectly Affecting Liquids 

There a.re four other processes encountered in the children's  
speech which affected liquids indirectly, by applying to their  
substitutes. Process A raises [oJ and [o~J resulting from R2 to  

f\ 

[uJ and [ujJ, respectively.,. 
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(A) REl.ising [;vocali~ -+ [+High]+Rnd .• 

i.e. a) ·o -+ u.. .. 
b) o~-+ u~ 

There do not seem to be any conditions for this rule, Perhaps it 
is "optional" or "morpheme-specific" but it does take place in 
most words, and it is similar to a process William Labov (1963) 
finds taking place in New York City dialects, where, e.g. [d=,jgJ 
'dog' may become [du~gJ, 

Process B, Glide Loss, says that the round glide[*] is 
lost. This handles the glides resulting from both 1 1s and r's. 
The contexts vary, depending on the children. - - · 

(B) 	 Glide Loss +rounJ:l  
[ glid:J  

Process C, Strengthening, says simply that the glides l 
and~ become 'l. and~. respectively, The strongest form of the 
process says that this strengthening happens in syllable initial 
position(, indicates syllable boundary), after a syllable initial 
consonant, or between vowels. (c>\ a)

Cc} Strengthening glide [-vocalic] I V{ V j - b) 

i.e. ,,i -+ y 

u -+ 'W 
I\ 

Process Dis Absorption of nonsyllabic ..,a by a preceding vowel . 

(D) Absorption 	 a -+ ~ I [+vocalic]
n 

The processes, a.s discussed above, are in their strongest 
form. They will be limited and suppressed, and this will take 
place chronologically earlier in some positions than in others, 
and the particular order will be different with the different 
children. 

For some of the children, additional processes are needed, 
These are special late processes which have very limited application. 
They are not general for all of the children. These are mentioned 
wherever they are needed to explain a substitution found in the 
speech of one of the children, and they are included in the 
summary in Appendix A. 

The acquisition process is divided into stages, numbered by 
the year and the month. Forms are given for each stage, The 
variant forms which appear in the data result from the fact that 
children sometimes gave the same word several different ways on 
a single day. 
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There ..a.re also many cases of optionality. I am considering 
thi.s as a "conditional" sort of limitation/suppression. . . 
Apparently some rules simply become optional, and we·ca.nnot 
state conditions saying exactly when they will apply. . 

3. Individual. Case Studies 

3.1. Daniel 

The first child is Daniei, for whom I have data for the 
ages 1.6 to 3,1, At the first stage, all the major processes 
apply. Daniel labiovelarizes l's in·a11 postsegmental contexts. 
The only l's excluded are initial ones. This is as it should be 
for him, since the only substitute ever found for initial l is 'l.· 
In Daniel's parents' dialect it applies to l only in syllable 
offsets, but Daniel's older sister, Eve, had the process in its 
unlimited form and labiovelarized all l's. 

(Ll) Jl -+ +Rnd / C J[ +velar 

12b, Loss of Coronality, is limited for Daniel as follows: 

(L2b)  
[-coronal] /  

For the r's, there is labialization according to Rl in 
three environments. Daniel has the rule in the form: 

(Rl) a) t,Co ( 
C+RndJ I +stress r 

v_v ) 
Part a) says that r's are labialized if they are syllable.initial 
or follow one or m'are syllable initial consonants. Part b) says 
that r's are labialized when they are stressed, and part c) 
labia.lized intervocalic r.'s. 

Process B, Glide Loss, has the following form for Daniel: 

(B) f+Rnd lLGlideJ r/, I 
a) 

b) 

This says that the round glide C~J is lost (a) between a vowel 
and a consonant and (b) between a syllable initial noncoronal 
consonant and a vowel. 

For Daniel Process D, a-Absorption, occurs only after back,.
vowels: 
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(ti) ~ + ~ / ·. [:CJ_.' 

With all these processes applying, we get, at 1.6.and 1,7, 
for l's: 

ball CbauJ, milk CmAkJ  
glasses Cka k;r- .,,  
lookie Cy\/kiJ, lion [laJ ·  

For r's we find forms like: 

rockie [waklJ, chair [th1aJ, car CkhaJ 
birdie [bul.J, park [phakhJ, Mary [rrmwiJ 
grandma [~maJ, truck [twAkJ · 

At the next stage, 2.5, process B, part (a) is limited since 
milk is [mE~kJ, with a glide, but wolf is [wufJ. The process is 
limited so that: 

(B) tHighJ
r/J I +Bk 

V 

This is a kind of absorption of [uJ by a preceding similar vowel.,,
L2b is unchanged since: 

Lizzie [yrziJ, but lantern [lrontenJ 

Process B, part (b), as limited above, is optional at this stage. 

blue [bwuJ, front [fwtintJ, but  
t'lcn,ers [ fa.uazJ  

; ~ .,,glider [gn!daJ, bullfrog [buf~gJ 

At this same stage (2.5), the main change with l's is that 
Delateralization (L3a) is limited in final position.-We find 
circle, turtle, people, and ball with final [~lJ from L2A, but 
seal is [s1~J without the lateral. 

circle [sfka~ 1J, turtle [t6idy 1J  
people Cph1pay_l J, ball CbS~I J .  
seal [s'iuJ - " 

The word circle occurs at this stage with the correct stressed 
syllabic [rJ, Since the rule for deretroflexion is still needed 
for several other forms of the same type, I am regarding this 
isolated word as an exception, or precursor of what is to come, 

Process D, a-Absorption, is limited here. The a-glide 
is absorbed onlyAafter low back round vowels. ~ 
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(D) a.,. .. 
· bird:i.e Cbu (a )d I J  
horsie [hoas i ]  ,.. 

At the next stage, 2.6, process L2a, Loss of Coronality, 
has become optional, since we find !_'s occurring in: 

but some other words have :!:!_'s; 

airplane Caphwe,ln]' :e!!:.l.. [phwep 

and others have no trace of!_ or:!:!_: 

clap [khep] ~ [khce~n] 

The optionality of the process is shown clearly by the word 
plate, which occurs in the three possible forms: 

[pheitJ, [phweltJ, CphfW,ftJ
A ~ ~ 

Rule B, Glide Loss, part (b}, is optional, as it was at 
2. 5. This accounts for the forms for clap, clown, ~. brown, 
~. and~' some having :!:!_1 S a.nd some· having a zero substitute: 

clap [khap]. ~ [khte~n]. 	~ tbAS]' ~ [b~~n] 
~ Cbw6kJ, ~ t kwfmJ 

By stage 2.8, there have been a number of changes. Nearly 
all the processes concerning !,'shave been suppressed, and most 
l's are "normal, 11 as in apple, flower, balloon, etc. 

[hlep{WJ, [faJW~~rJ, [balWun] 

More r's are appearing at this stage. R2, Deretroflexion 
(a and b) is limited, or better, optional , since limiting 
conditions are not evident. Room appears with an initial!:_, 
but red and Ringo still have :!:!.· 

trumJ, Cw€dJ, Cwi~goJ 

Crayons has a correct postconsonantal r. Teacher and picture 
have final r.'s, but togeth~r 	still has a final .2.,: 
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Process B, part (b) is optional here, as before, but the frequency · 
of its application is d.ecreasing .1 

froggie [fog i J' but bricks [bwfksJ' ~. ctwf:J 
The only change at 2,10 is a limiti:;tion of Deretroflexion 

in intervocalic position, since nirates and fairy have correct r..'s. 

(pha,..i rEt sJ, [far i] 

At 2.11 a few vestiges of the!. processes show up. For 
example, seal is found in two forms: 

CsfJ J - CsfoJ• l"I 

R2, Deretroflexion (a and c) is optional in several positions. In 
initial position, we find !..'sin red and great (initial z. is lost), 
but rabbit appears both with!.. and ~ith !!.· 

tred], [roitJ, [wmb1tJ crmbzt J,.. 

For postconsonantal r's, correct r's a.re found in~'~' 
green' and dragon' but !!..' s are still found in &, string. and 
break. However, the r's here are actually intervocalic because 
Daniel inserts epenth~ic a 1s at this stage to break up clusters. 
Also, initial t's and st 1 s-before r 1 s are-realized as s's at this 
stage. 

In intervocalic position, orange and Mary have }!_1 s, but very has an 
r. 

CSwrnj J, [m'avd J, but Cvair i J 

For preconsonantal !.,, the Deretroflexion process has finally 
become optional: 

turtle [tuadl],., . 
At the last stage, 3.1, there is no evidence of the processes 

affecting !_'s, and we find near-adult forms like little,~. 
blue, rollin5; 

Cl£tiwJ, Cw~IWfJ, [b!WGJ, Cr6~1wznJ 

However, the processes affecting r's are not yet entirely 
suppressed; part (a) of Deretroflexion, R2, is suppressed, since 
~e find forms like: 

Cdrf~ktJ, [braunJ, c5rinJJ, CgerileJ
I" 
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·As before·, part (b} of R2. is optional in final 'position, and 
·robber appears both with final· t and with final~: 

CrS'beJ 
,. 

Part ( c} of R2 is optional. ~ and work have correct stressed crJ 
bt1t bird and ~ have [u~, and turtle appears both ways: · w 

Forms like these last are interesting, sfnce they show t:Ul. on-going 
process of suppression. 

We see that by 3.1 Daniel has successfully suppressed or 
limited several of the innate processes, and is therefore much 
closer to the adult system. 

3.2. Suzanne 

T,he second child is Suzanne, for whom I have data from 2.10 
to 3,1. From the beginning of this period she has correct initial 
and intervocalic J:.'s. Therefore, she has already suppressed L2a, 
Loss of Coronality, in intervocalic position and L2b in initial 
position: 

2.10 library [~alfarlJ, ~ [laL!J, ~ Clalr:iJ 
2.11 leaves Cl 1fsJ, livins room CIIviv~J 
3.0 leJnb ClaimJ 
3.1 lady CI eld i J , learned CI rnt J 

IJ., Labiovelarization, is limited for Suzie so that only 
postsegmental J:.'s are labiovelarized. 

(Ll) Jl -+ [ +Rnd / ( J+Velar 

L3a, Delateralization, is ·optional in final position at this stage, 
but Ll and L2a are needed for most of the forms. 

(L3a) [ - Lateral J / # optionalG~~~ar] -+ 

. ... 
Neither 12 nor L3 apply in the forms for candle, squirrel, or~· 

Ckh.in!WJ, [skwflWJ, [okh[WJ 

L2a, Loss of Coronality is also optional in postconsonantal position 
at 2.10; and B, Glide Loss, is limited. 

bottle [bAt~(l)J, 
turtle Cthftu 1J 
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1w u.. 1 .. 
(L2a) [-coronal] optj,orie.l[::~arJ. + ,c-0. ·--

(B) 
eRrid 	J + ,/J I ti]Glide 	 +Bk C 

V 

2.10 	 !Jlilk [mi~k], glasses [gwastzJ, but floor [flor;-J 
2 .11 	 told [toud J-- " 

By 2.11 there is no evidence for 13a (Delatere.lization)in 
final position, and only one word shows the application of L2a 
(Loss of Coronality). Most final L's are normal. 

owl UB~ 1J, but school [skulWJ  
dimple [dfmp!wJ, E.!ll Cpi!WJ  

12a is also suppressed for postconsonantal !_'s. 

2.11 plastic [phl~stxkJ 
3,0 Santa Claus CsainaklozJ, flash [flisJ 
3,1 slide [sla.i;dJ, ~ [phlep, clean [khlfotJ, etc. 

By 3,0 and 3.1, 12 and 13 have been suppressed in final and 
preconsonantal position. 

3,0 	 bottle [b5dlWJ, candle [khanlWJ 
sail boat [SEIWbowtJ, mail box EmiilWboksJ, 
spilled [sapilwdJ 

3,1 	 school [skulWJ or [sku!WJ, angel [~nJIWJ 
animal [a!nm!wJ, bottle [bSt[WJ or [b5d!WJ 
spilled [spilWdtdJ, milk [m€1WkJ 

Vestiges of the processes show up in soldier at 3.1. 

soldier [s6J,tJaJ 

Most r's are acquired by Suzie even at 2.10. Rl, Labialization, 
is optional in initial position. 

(Rl) r 1 + [+RndJ / # 	 optional[±syllj 

R2a, Deretroflexion, is optional in initial, intervocalic and 
postconsonantal positions. 

(R2a) 
+ 0 I optional" 

R2b is optional in preconsonantal and final positions. 
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(R2b) ( r -+ optional 

and R2c is suppressed (stressed ctJ is correct), A, Raising, 
arid . C ~ Strengthening, are operating; but B, Glide ~ss, is 
optional in preconsonantal position. 

(B) r glide] optionalL+Rnd -+ " 	 I C 

Initial: raisins CwelsanzJ - CreisanzJ, rabbit CribitJ 
Intervocalic: library ClaifmriJ,~carrot CkhiratJ, 
Postconsonantal: brings Cbw£1)zJ, but {eye) brows CbrausJ, .,,..,, 	 ,; A 

~ CbrAs J, giraffe Cd reef J, hungry 
ChSl)gr i J 

Preconsonantal: 	 years [ faz J , but guitars Cgitarz J , 
party [part i J, girl Cgf !J, bird CbfdJ, 
nursery C~fsar i J, turtle Cfftw I J, 
turkey CtrkiJ, etc. 

Final: 	 floor Cft6,:J, alligator ~lage~trJ, bear [be~rJ, 
sister CstistrJ · 

At 2.11 R2, Deretroflexion is almost entirely suppressed, R2a 
is suppressed in initial position, and R2c is suppressed in pre-
consonantal position, R2b is nearly suppressed in final position. 

Initial: raisins sreis~zJ 
:e-ina.L: sister Cst.:rstrJ 
Preconsonantal: univ~rsity Cjuru:vfs:i:st i J, purse CpfsJ 2 
Postconsonantal: eyeb;ows CaLba~J 
Intervocalic: Mary [m:ewiJ, Suzie Robinson [suzir5bsQJ 

kangaroos [kh~l)aruz] 

At 3.0 and 3,1, nearly all of the processes affecting r.'s are 
suppressed. R2a is suppressed in intervocalic position, although 
one word shows its operation in initial position. R2b is almost 
suppressed, but again a few words show its application in pre-
consonantal and final position. R2c is suppressed in postconsonantal 
and intervocalic position, and D,a-Absorption, is suppressed,

"' 
Intervocalic: carrot Ckhrerant h J, three [9ar1J, ~ Crrair i J 

tomorrow CthamSrDJ, ironing Calril)J 
Initial: read Cw1dJ 

rabbit CraibitJ, rubber [rAbaJ 
Preconsonantal: barn [barn], airplane [rerple!n], 

airiort [e~porth J, reindeers [relndiaz] 
Final: pacifier Cph sfa~aJ, soldier Cs6~JaJ, bear [belaJ 

pour [phoa]' finger Cfil)rJ, sister [stfst rJ 
Postconsonantal: 	 aspirin c,sprrnJ, camera CkhremraJ, 

Chris Ckhr~st~. frog CfrSgJ, angr~ 
C~l)griJ, dress CdarESJ,_ bird CbrdJ,3 
university Cjun1vfstiJ, learn ClfntJ 
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3;3. Eleni 

The third child is El~n~, for whom I have records for: 2 ~l · 
to 2. 8; Agairi., most substitutions are explicable within· the,· 
framework already presented. Iri seine cases this is not as clear 
as it inight be because Eleni is behind the others in·the e.cquisitiOn 
process. Sine¢ she shortens words drasticll.l.ly, it is sometimes 
hard to tell exactly what processes are operating. For example 
balloon is [bu], presumably via 

[b616nJ + [bl""unJ + [bwun] +[bun]+ [bu] 

but we cannot be sure of this. 
At the first stage, 2,1, there is evidence for most of the 

process. We have evidence later that initial J:.'s a.re not labio-
velarized, Therefore 11 has this limited form for Eleni: 

(11) l+ f+Rnd / [ JJ 
l_:i-vela.r 

Initial y_ glides do not show up, but some ~-glides appear in final 
and preconsona.ntal position, Therefore, B, Glide Loss, is limited 
somewhat. 

(B) r-glide] + r/> I # V 
l-Rnd 

fglide] + I (v_ui\ optionalL+Rnd { .c vJ 
Initial: lookie C-~iJ 
Final:4 ball [b51,1J - [bi\J, owl [a~J, doll [dSJ 
Preconsonantal: ~ [mawkJ 
Postconsonantal: glasses [gai·J 

For !.'s, Labialization, Rl, is limited for Eleni to: 

(Rl) 
+ [+RndJ / 

Process D, ~-Absorption, is also limited, It applies after low 
back vowels, but is optional after other vowels. 

(D) 
a,,. + 0 I (~~J ~ l (V_) -) optional 

R2, Deretroflexion, applies in most words, but R2c is optional 
in preconsonantal position. 

http:drasticll.l.ly
http:drasticll.l.ly
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(R2c) 	 + C optional··[!] 
Final: · £!!:. EkaJ, ~ ldo8j - CdSJ 
Preconsonantal: horse ChSsJ, marble [ma?J 

birdie CbuiJ, but dirty CdtJ 

At 2.2 th.e situation is nearly the same; L3e., Delateralization, 
is optional in preconsonantal position (see belt}, and one word 
indicates tha.t it is being suppressed in fina.l position, (Ma.)gill, 
the cat's name, appears a few times vith the lateral. It is 
indicative of a later stage. Loss of initial ;;:-glide {B above) 
is being suppressed. 

Initial: 	 look EAkJ - CvkJ, lookie CvklJ 
leaf [yfJ' lion [y~ln]' light [yaj,J 

Final: 	~ [b5~J, Gill Cgil,!J - [91~!,] - [g f ·~ 1J, turtle ct fuJ 
circ1e ssf9a~J, ow1 ca)!J.! !!!! Ste·¼]
apple Ccaku J, but girl Cgu J - Cgou J, school Cgu •J, 
doll [do] ~ 

Preconsonantal: belt Cba~(I )7J 
Postconsonantal: flowers Cfaija(a)J - [fa~J, clock 

[g§k] - [kak]. block [bak]' 
glasses [dais]' ~ (dalJ 
plane Cpe•J - CpelnJ, flag CbakJ 

Intervocalic: balloon Cbu(•)J 

Concerning r.'s at this stage, Labialization, Deretroflexion, 
Raising, and Strengthening are needed to derive the forms with 
initial r's:. 

rabbit [waib~k] - [v.mbiJ, round [wauJ, red [w€kiJ 
--- n --

The same processes are evident for postconsonantal E.'s, although 
B, Glide Loss, usually applies. 

brush [bAsJ, drum [dAmJ, crayon CkeJ ~ Cg'mJ, frog Cf5?J 
train Cte~nJ ,pretty Cp\~5:t iJ 

The form for pretty indicates that Glide Loss is beginning to be 
limited. However, since process Bis still needed for most forms 
until 2.8, this may be just an exceptional word, far a.head of 
its time, 

For words with final !.'s, Deretroflexion and ~-Absorption 
apply. 

door Cd6J CdvJ, guitar Cg1taJ, ,£!!. [kaJ - Ck~J 
s'tar Ct§J 

w 

susar [svka], picture [p'itaJ 

http:Delatera.li
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The situation with preconsona.nta.l £.'s·is nearly the same as 
at the previou·s stage, exc~pt ·that R2c, !teretroflexion, 1s 
even more Hmited, since more cases of (rJ .appea,r, and a few . 
fol:'m.B indicate that A, Raising, is optio~al. 

horse C5h )SxsJ, ": c(h )~~sJ ... CosJ .. C11sJ 
ca.rd Cga • J, George [do J 
church~cf?l,~urtle [tfuJ, circle [sfga)l] 
.fil,!! [brJ - [1:\'j~] ~ cbu], girl cg6] -- cgo~], turke;y[ t6k i j 

Only one word, orange, is found .rhich shouid have an intervocalic 
!:.• This appears as Coj(.?J in Eleni ts speech, and it could 
indicate that Eleni does not labialize intervocalic r's, since 
Deretroflexion alone would give [a J , or the [a J could be a. normal 
off-glide of [oJ. This cannot benchecked beciuse there,are no 
other comparable forms, 

The major changes for l's at 2.4 are that L2a, Loss of 
Coronality is being limited-in finai position, and is nearly 
suppressed in intervocalic position, and L3a, Delateralization 
(of velar sonorants) is being suppressed in final position. 

Initial: ~ CyiiJ, ~ [vkJ 
Final: owl tawJ,~Gill Cgf~J, circle Csika~J, ball Cbo~J, 

school [go~and animal Cgam!], girl Cg1~J 
CgflWJ " 

Postconsonantal: clock [khakhJ, flower CfauJ, 
~ane [apeinJ ft 

Intervocalic: umbrella [b1:laJ,"impaln [palaJ 

For !:.'sat 2.4, R2c (Deretroflexion of ctJ) is suppressed 
in preconsonantal position. One word, some more, occurs as an 
exception to R2b, and two words occur as exceptions to R2a in 
postconsonantal position. Otherwise, the situation has not 
changed since 2.2. 

Initial: read Cw1dJ 
Final: gp.~[tha], ~[gnJ - [kaJ, zipRer [zfpa] 

bear [bea], tig;r [talgaJ, deer [dra], paEer [beLpeJ 
upstairs CapastejaJ, but some more [.:im6rJ 

Preconsonantal: varn Cna·nJ, airplane C~pelnJ, horse cSsJ 
girl [gf!J, turkey CtfklJ, my turn}ma~thfJ 

Postconsonantal: zebras Cz1'braJ, throw aw~ Cfrot;twelJ 

At 2.6 there have been a few changes. For initial J:.'s, the 
Glide Loss rule 

!glide J + ti> I #L-Rnd 

has been suppressed, 

http:off-gll.de
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. light Cyakt J 

For final l's, some words. indicate that Ll, L2, L3 and loss of· 
!_-glide are still in operation. 

animal £mm a J, appie C?~pa J, turtle Cc1Sda J - Cdoxda J 
doll Cd5 J, snail Csne • i J 
- ~ I\, 

But, two words show that Glide Loss is partially suppressed. 

Gill Cga~ J , girl Cg f~ J 

And one word, ~. shovs a limitation of Delat~raliza.tion (L3) 
in final position. 

owl Cau 1J-- " 
Two words show that L2a, Loss of Coronality, is being limited in 
final position. 

L2a is also limited or optional. ~n intervocalic position, 

balloon (baunJ, but umbrella (adabAIA] 

The other forms show no changes: 

milk CmokJ  
aiiji'la.ne Ca3rpeAnJ, flower CfauaJ, slee;py Cs1piJ,  
block CbakJ "  
floor Cfo·aJ, clock Cg~kJ  

By 2,5, R2b, Deretroflexion of!., has become optional in 
final position and preconsonantal position. The other forms show 
no change from 2.4. 

Final: upstairs CapasteirJ - CapastelaJ, but chair CselaJ 
4 .,,, " .,,, Apiece of paper Cblsabe~baJ, somemore CamoaJ, 

there [deia] 
Preconsonantal: "Marsha {masaJ, horsie C6aslJ - CAsiJ - C~sJ 

birdie [bu~dl; - CbGdi],~airplane Cm(r)pelnJ 
~ turn CmaitrnJ 

Postconsonantal: 	 brush CbAsJ: CbAsJ, truck CJAkJ 
r;;;-;;rerun CalsklmJ, tii'rc»rawaz CfowelJ 
train ccein] - [zern], dress [des] 

At 2.8, the last stage for which I have data, the main changes 
for 1 are the suppression of L2b, Loss of Coronality, in initial 
position, and the optionality of L2a in preconsonantal position.6 

http:aiiji'la.ne
http:aiiji'la.ne
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Initia.1:7 	look [IAkJ 
Final: 	 table Cdebba I wJ , but ·appl( Capu • J., Gill 59 !~ J 

pencil Cbtnsu J, cereal Cs ·u J, cradle ~ke!da~J, 
hill CfuJ , Jill Cz f~ J, circle CsfkaW J - Csf!<a J, 
school [skua]' ball [bu·a]'' rattle [\4da] ' 

Preconsonantal: animals Cima I"'z J , but milk Cmau k J . 	 --' hold this [ho~jxsJ ~ 

Postconsonantal: blue [bu• J, flower [fal,la J, floor [fuaJ 
sleepy [sip i J' playing [bej.J ' ' 

At 2.8, R2a, Deretroflexion, has become optional in initial 
position, and the other processes remain as at 2.6. 

Initial: 	 (a)round Cwa~nJ, rattle Cw.!daJ, but ~ Cr1'd J 
record [w€kaJ - [r€kaJ 

Final: 	 deer Cd(a J - Cd fr J, bear [be j.a J, tiger [da.i,ga J 
flower CtauCa)J;supi)ercsApaJ, ~ Ch1·aJ 
ear ctaJ, color [kada], upstairs [ep(a)stela] 

Preconso~tal: 	 M~ Cm5saJ - [masaJ, horaie Chas I J 
circle [srka] - [sfkeu] 

Postconsonantal: 	 frog CtokJ, tree CHJ, ice cream [AskimJ 
cradle Ckelda~J, drinking [dfDk~QJ, 
broke [bokJ, green [gfonJ 

It appears that, although Eleni is behind the other children in 
her acquisition of liquids, the same general processes are evident 
in her progress, 

3. 4, Melissa 

The fourth child is Melissa. She was slightly older when I 
observed her (3.1 to 4.1), but the substitutions found in her 
speech for 1 and rare derivable by the same processes. L's are 
nearly correct: L2a, Loss of Coronality, has been suppresied. 

Final: squirrel [wiralwJ, beautiful [bufalwJ, 
ball [bSIW] 

Postconsoe~ntal: (lug) [klWugiJ, chocolate [s!WSkl-rtJ (3.1) 
[c;)kl "':r.t J 3. 7 

Intervocalic: yellow [d?€1WoJ at 3,4, coloring 
[khAl"'r7nJ, at 3.7, 

At the earliest stage, intervocalic l's are very tenuous. It 
appears for all these children that at early stages, intervocalic 
!_'s are subject to assimilation or some other modification. For 
example: 

Molly Cm5niJ, vanilla [ninaJ, Sally [~diJ 
dolly [d5diJ 

For r's 	Melissa labializes r's as shown below: 
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(Rl} [+Rnd] / ·l+atress. v_v. 

However, she has nearly suppressed R2, Deretroflexion, R2a is 
suppressed in intervocalic.position; although it shows up 
somewhat in postconsonantal position. R2c applies infrequently 
in preconsonantal position. Processes Rl, R2a., Aa, and C · 
account for forms like: 

write Cw~itJ at 3,7 
--- . f>brush [bwl\sJ at 3,1 

Loss of the glide (Process B} is shown in just one word: 

ice cream [aisfimJ at 3,7,. 

The other words show that R2a is nearly suppressed in P,ost-
consonantal position from 3,4 on. 

3,4: 	 thread CtredJ, Cricket [frik1tJ, Chris [frisJ 
3.7: 	 ~.[trib], grandpa [di-'mpaJ, throw [fro~]-· 

[fwo~J, ~ Cf rtJ ... 
4.1: 	 ice .cream CaistrimJ, Gretchen Cdr€c:rnJ, across 

::a "' CatrosJ 
Intervocalic: squirrel CwiralJ at 3,1 

R2b is needed for most final r.'s at these stages, D, 
a-Absorption is limited so that 
" 

~ + 	 ~ I [::~k] 
3,1: 	~ [neia~ 
3.4: sweater [twetaJ 
3,7: bother CbSoaJ, remember cm~mbaJ, picture cphicaJ 
4.1: Christopher [tristafaJ 

R2b and x-Absorption account for apart at 3,7, 8 

apart [pha •tJ 

R2c is nearly suppressed in preconsonantal position. 

3,1: jersey [dfzJJ 
3,7: disturb [stfbJ, jersey td?fziJ 

3,5, Jennifer 

I have a few notes from David Stampe about his niece Jennifer's 
acquisition of liquids at one stage, 2,0, The forms found at 
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this time CWJ ..a.11 be expiai~ecl by the ba,sic pr~cesses we. have. 
been using•.. Jennifer labi.ovela.rizes 1 1 s .in post-segmental 

. positions. . -
(Ll,) +Rnd 

[ JI+vel~JU
Lb2, Loss of Coronality, is suppressed entirely, and L2a is  
limited.  

(12a) 
I 

Delateralization, 13, is in its normal form. B, Glide Loss, is 
limited to round glides in specific environments. 

(B) 
I 

These processes give the forms below: 

Initial: look [l11tJ, lotta C(aJ (via Cla.caJ) 
Final: ball [bo•J, ti~[tfkuJ 
Preconsonantal: help [~pJ, animals ~mozJ9 
Postconsonantal: ~ Cp(IJe·J, blue [b(IJu•J 

fly [fa~J, flag [~LdJlO 

For !.'s, Jennifer labializes r's as follows: 

(Rl) C+RndJ I 

Since no words occur with intervocalic!., we cannot tell if 
this should be included in the environment. R2, Deretroflexion, 
is taking place, and there is evidence for A, Raising, and B, 
Glide Loss, as given for l's. Strengthening (C) and a-Absorption-are also in operation. These give the forms: ~ 

Initial: red CwE·dJ 
Final: other CAzaJ, water CwataJ 
Preconsonantal: bird [bv·dJ 
Postconsonantal: frog [fS•dJ, tree Ct1·J11 

3.6. Emily 

I have data for Emily Salus only at 1,7, It is interesting, 
however, because Emily consistently substitutes£. for light!.• 
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For her, .Ll,. Labiovelari zati.on, is. limited and does not 
include in:tE!:i"vocalic 1' s. · She evidently has some late process 
by which light 1 1s become n's. 

(b) 1 
-Rnd + nJ[ -velar 

This substitution is not due to assimilation, since we find 
such forms as CniJ for Lee, It will be seen in Appendix B 
that the interchange of 1 and n is not an uncommon process. 
The other substitutions are easily accounted for by the processes 
as we have given them. The substitute for final 1 is w 
(presumably u in our transcription). This could be accounted 
for by 11, 12a, and L3a, Preconsonantal and postconsonantal l's 
have zero as the substitute, This can be explained by Labio--
velarization (Ll), Loss of Coronality (L2a), Delateralization 
(L3a), and Glide Loss (B). 

4. Reanalysis of Studies from the Literature 

4,1, Joan 	Velten 

Joan Velten's progress is reported in her father's article 
(Velten 1943), Our same basic processes account for most of 
Joan's substitutions, but a few minor additions must be made. 
At every stage during the period (1.10 to 3,6), CzJ is substituted 
regularly for initial 1., and no word ever occurs with a correct 
initial 1. Moreover, in a few words CzJ is substituted for 
intervocalic 1. If Joan has a limited form of Labiovelarization, 
excluding initial l's and some intervocalic l's, we can se:y 
simply that she hM process L2b (Loss of Coronality), L3b 
(Delateralization) and C(Strengtheninf~• but has an additional 
late process by which y_'s become !_'s. So we just need to add 
an additional minor rule for Joan, ordered after Process C; and 
B, Glide Loss must be limited to exclude [-round] glides. Thus 

(a) y + (z) + z 

This gives 	the correct forms. 

Initiaj.: 1.10: light [zatJ, ~ CzufJ, laugh CzafJ 
1.11-2.8: 	 lunch CzatsJ13 lion CzadJ, 

liver CzuaJ, lap Czap], 
long Cza•dJ, lake Czu·tJ, etc. 

2,6-2.9: license plate CzasLns pu•tJ 
2.9-3,0: love CzavJ 

Intervocalic: 1.10: color CdazJ, Napolean CbuzJ 

At the first stage, 1.10, 11, L2a, L3a, and B, Glide Loss, give 
the correct forms, except that Glide Loss is limited. 
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(vj})·.··rglide] l~Rnd 
(B) 	

l·c _v 
Final: 	 tall [fu J, sole Czu J, wall twu J, hole thu J 

ball, bowl Cbu J, ~ Cnu J, table Cdu bu J 
noodle [nudu J · 

Preconsonantal: 	~ Cmyt J, hel.E_ Chup J 
fly Cfa J, flap Cfap J, glass [das J, 
flower Cfawa J, block, black Cbat J, 
blow, blue Cbu J--- -,---

At the next stage, 1.11 to 2.3, the major .change with l's is 
the limitation of Process B, Glide Loss, in final and pre- -
consonantal positions. Round glides are always lost after an 
:!:!. vowel, and are optionally lost after other vowels: 

(B) I 
optionru. 

Final: 	 aJ.l CaJ, doll CdaJ, call CtaJ, ball CbuJ, 
fall C fu J , wall Cwu J , while Cfa J , pail, spill 
peal, pole, Eearl, pull, pool, spoil CpuJ 
well CwawJ,l smell CmawJ, bell CbawJ 
shell, shall CsawJ, ~ CdawJ, owl CawJ 
bubble tbabuJ, people, purple Cpu•buJ 

Preconsonantal: 	~ twufJ . 15ca.lled Cta·dJ, cold Ctu·dJ 
belt CbawtJ -

Postconsonantal: fly CfaJ, plumber CbabuJ, plants CpatsJ 
blocks CbatsJ, clean Ctu•dJ, slide Csa•dJ 

Intervocalic: 	 belong Cbuza·dJ -
~ CdawaJ, yellow CzawaJ, gallant [dawat J 
Wallace CwawasJ 
pillow, peeler, pulli?!&, CpuaJ 

At the last stage {through 3.0) there are no major changes. 

Initial: love CzavJ  
Final: tell CtawJ, cocktail Cta·p-tuJ, uncle Cantu]  
Preconsona.ntal: child Cta·dJ, cold Ctu•dJ  
Postconsonantal: clock Cta·tJ, cloth Cta·sJ,  

airplane Cu ·-piJ7cJJ'7 plate Cpu •t], 
gloorox Cdu'mLJ, 'fly [faL] 

Intervocalic: color CtazJ, telephone CtawafudJ 

The processes as I have formualted them account for most of 
Joan's substitutions for r's. Only a few minor additions must be 
made. For Joan, most !.'s-e.re labialized except some in word final 
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position. Labializat;f.on is optional in final position. Those 
final r.' s which are not labia:).ized .show up·: as CaJ instead of 
Ca J if the ii is not. absorbed. S.inc.e Joan has no ll.' s in her 
inventory of sounds at these stages, she apparently has a late 
process. 

(d) a + 	 a. 

This follows D, i-Absorption <x + ~ / C+vocalicJ ) which 
applies in all words except liver which is ahead of Its time. 

1.10: 	 Initial: ~ CwusJ, roue;h CwafJ, rabbit CwabutJ, 
room Cwub J, !!.!!!_ Cwud J, ~ Cwat J, 
roof Cl'lufJ 

Final: 	 bear [bu; 1 , ~ [da J , ~ [mu J, ~ Cu J , 
bear, bare, pa.re Cbu J, ill'!.!!'.. [nu J 
sugar [zudu J 
liver Czua J, ~. ~ Cdawa J, 
flower [ f awa J, hammer Chama J 

Preconsonantal: 	 horse CusJ > [husJ, arm CamJ, 
bark Cbat J. board (but] 
~ tnusJ, bird [but J 

Postconsonanta1: 	 grandpa [dabaJ > [dapJ, 
broom [bub], train CdudJ, 
bread [but J, drip Cdup J, 
~ CdusJ, brush [bas], 
brick, break [butJl6 

Intervocalic: 	 (toTxiiorrowCmazJ > tmaza J , 
.Har;ry thazJ > ChazaJ 

The substitution of [zJ for intervocalic Cr] at this stage is 
not accounted for by our processes. The expected substitute would 
be !!:_ which is the normal substitute at later stages. These !..' s 
are apparently not labialized. Then Joan may have another late 
process by which nonvelar r,'s become y_. See Appendix A, R;l and 
R2d, Then they_ would become [zJ, by the process given earlier.17 
(Appendix B has examples of the change of [rJ to tzJ). 

At the next stage, 1.11 to 2.3, the situation is substantially 
the same. Glide Loss, B, is limited as it was for 1.'s, and 
intervocalic r,'s are now labialized and become ~'s. if not lost, 

Initial: 	 right [watJ, rubber [wabuJ, ring [wudJ, 
~ [wutsJ, ~ (wu·tJ > CwudJ, rib, 
n.m, twubJ, rouge [\·1u ·zJ 

Final: 	 far [fa], door [duJ 
letter [zazuJ, paper Cpu•buJ, ladder [za·du] 
fire [fazaJ, better [bazaJ, grocer Cdu•saJ 

Preconsonantal: 	 morninEa tmunuJ, dark CdatJ, yard Cza•dJ 
~ Ctu·dJ, garbage Cda·budzJ 
pearl [puJ, birdie [bu•duJ~ hurt thu·tJ 
·~ Ctu·dJ, purple tpu·buJ 

http:earlier.17
http:Labializat;f.on
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Postconsonafital: . bread; Cbut J, .broke:n Cbu •du J, 
grease Cdu •sJ, ~ Ctu •d J, .green 
Cdu•dJ, probably tpabuJ 
grocer [du •sa J 

Intervocallc : 	~ Csawa J , ~' ~ Cmawa J , 
~' cherry CdawaJ, parinth pouring, 
purring Cp~a J , mirror [mua J 
worry CwuaJ 

The rules as they are at the previous stage also account 
for most of the forms found at the last stage (2.6 to 3.0). Some 
final syllabic r's are still labialized and some are not, giving 
Cu] and CaJ, rei°pectively. Most of the processes a.re stili 
operating, so that no trace is left of postconsonantal r or 
preconsonantal r (except for occasional lengthening of the 
preceding vowelT. B, Glide Loss, is further limited so that 
the glide is not lost after vowels (see cigarette below), 

Initial: red CwL·dJ, reader CwL·duJ 
Final: airplane [u•-pu•dJ, vinegar CvtnduJ, 

reader Cwt ·duJ, farmer tfa•maJ 
Preconsonantal: · 	scarf Cta •fJ, tart tta•t], stars 

cars [ta•z], davenport [dawaput], 
farmer t fa ·ma J, turn tt u ·d J 

Postconsonantal: 	 crush tdasJ, cross Cta·sJ, cream 
Ctu•bl, apricotsl:u•putatsJ, cross~ 
the~street ttasatu•tJ, 
apron tu·pLnJ 

Intervocalic: 	 cigarette tsuduw~tJ 

4.2. Hildegard Leopold 

Hildegrad Leopold's acquisition of liquids is interesting 
for a number of reasons. First, her father kept a very complete 
record of her speech (Leopold 1947}, and second, since she 
learned both German and English, ve can compare her treatment 
of liquids in the two languages. 

About the liquids, Leopold (1947:116) says that rand R 
were not "learned" during the first. two years by Hildegrad,-and 
!was not regularly articulated in the correct way, He also 
notes that English 1 and German 1 are treated differently 
because they differ-in manner of-production, the German 1 being 
articulated with a "flatter tongue" than the English, which is 
often accompanied by more or less "raising of the back (of the) 
tongue" (Leopold 1947:64). 

Most of Hildega.rd's substitutions can be accounted for by 
the processes we have formulated. She does not labiovelarize as 
many l's, probably because of the influences of the German 
"clear'' 1. Her vocalic substitutes also show less uniformity, 
but we can account for this by late vowel changing rules. 
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English and German initial l's are treated similarly by 
.Hildegard•. Usually, they are replaced by h, or J.!tl, J.. being 
favored at the end ot the period.18 Initial 1 is correct in the 
la.st two months. Leopold S8¥S that J.. is easily:understood as a 
substitute tor 1. The complicated continuant features are 
initiated incorrectly by the production or an easier neighboring 
continuant. Leopold interprets has a form of omission, the 
presence ,of an initial consonant-being vaguely indicated by the 
unchecked breath stream. See Appendix B for Grammont's 
explanation of the simila.rity of 1 e.nd h. Gaberell Draehman 
(personal commwiication) has suggested aphysiological explanation 
for this. He Sl:cy'S that the tongue intrinsic horizontal muscle 
is not yet under control. So an !_produced with a lowered tongue 
tip may be realized ash_ or!_ depending on the degree of approxi-
mation of the lowered tongue tip, This process would, then, also 
explain the 1 + (y) + z process found in the data for Joan Velten. 

L2, L3 
1 + y + Cz) + 

Then we can say that the h_ substitute is due simply to this 
late process accounted for by lack of tongue tip control. As 
this control is acquired, the process is suppressed, and J.. (or y:_, 
in our notation) is the substitute, explicable by Loss of Coronality, 
Delateralization, a.nd Strengthening. ( Glide Loss is limited and 
does not apply to most initial glides), 

Initial: 	 light CharJ - CaxJ at 1.6, 1.8, 1.10, 1.11 
look ChekJ at 2.1 
lie Cja7J at 1.11 
like Cja:tJ at 2.1 

For German words: 

lutscht CjuJJ, loch Cjok'J - [ lok'J at 1.10 
Loscher CjokeJ ClokaJ at 1,11 

The situation with final l's is more complicated. German 
and English final l's are treated differently, In many words final 
nonsyllabic 1 is omitted. This can be accounted for by..processes 
Ll, L2, L3, and Absorption of the glide. The substitute for 
English velarized,! is often [vJ, whereas [:r..J is often found for 
German 1,20 -

The contrast between German and English!. shows up in~: 

Ball [ba:7J > CbaJ at 1.5-1,8 
ball CbaVJ at 1.9 

The forms for rollen and roll suggest that the German and English  
words are in competition;the stressed vowels and palatals  

http:simila.ri
http:period.18
http:simila.ri
http:period.18
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point to German,while the CuJ probably developed from English 
velar 1. 

Cw:, J - Cw:,a J at 1. 8  
Cw:,:J - [w:,:IJ··- CwGluJ at l.9  
Cw:, J .. Cwo J at 1.11  
CwoJ at 2.1  

Later Ca] is found for both [~J and [VJ. In English this 
is often lowered to [aJ or an intermediate vowel. This was 
regular in English after high front vowels. It was lowered after 
back vowels also in German, but not lastingly. Hildegard seems 
to have late processes whereby vowels are lowered or otherwise 
changed. This accounts for the variety of vowels. 

(c2) 
-+ a + a optional 

A final 1 is achieved only in oil: 

C?:,J:J at 1. 6  
C?o.raJ - [?:,::tlaJ at 1.7  

Final syllabic J:..'s are not completely lost, but show up as 
a variety of vowels, in accordance with the above vowel changing 
process. Most nonsyllabic final l's are lost entirely at 
early stages. Ll, Labiovelarization, is optional for final !_'s. 
L2, Loss of Coronality, and L3, Delaterization, are operating. 
Then B, Glide Loss, limited as below, gives zero as the substitute 
for final labiovelarized nonsyllabic 1. 

(B) [. glidel 
+Rnd + </J I 

At 1.8 this process is further limited (see all wet), and 
more final glides appear. From 1.8 on Glide Loss is optional 
after [aJ and most other vowels. Glides are always lost after 
[oJ and [oJ. 

(B) C 
glid~ + [ +Rnd j I  

(Va}_)... optiona,l. 

The glides which are not lost are often changed (especially 
after high vowels) by the above vowel changing rule. The form 
for towel at 1.10 shows that 12, Loss of Coronality, is optional 
in at least this one word. 

The following English forms are found with final 1 in the 
model: 21 

(~} = 
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1.5: 	 fil [?a: J  
apple C?apa J > Caba J  

1.6: 	 oil C?;rrJ  
bottle CbaluJ - Cba:~J  

1.7: 	 oil C?o'l:a j - C?oxl a J ~ all C?a : J  
bottle Cba•IJ . --

1.8: 	 Paul Cba J, all (wet) C?a J - Cawwe J 
wheel Cwr J--;:--Cwoa J 
apple C?apa J, bottle [ba.Iu J 

1.9: 	 oil C?oto J, ball Cbm,J, roll [wo: J - [wo ::rJ -
CwojuJ - CwoluJ 
bottle CbaJuJ - [bajuJ 

1.10: 	 oil C?o~JoJ, all C?aJ - C?aJ 
wheel CwilJ --
bottle CbaluJ, measles CmiaJ, towel Cdav< 1)J 

1.ll: 	 fall CwoJ, roll CwoJ - [woJ, call [daJ - [doJ CkoJ 
all C?avJ - C?aJ, ball, bell [ba'V"J, spill CblaJ 
bottle [ ba I u J , nairrsT [ nea J , pail C bea J , 
wheel [wiaJ - [wiaJ, towel CdavJ, 
'autoiobile C?atobiaJ -

2.0: 	 all C?o:J, fall [woJ - [foJ - [waVJ 
nail [neaJ 

2.1: 	 ringbell Cw IboJ, all Co: J, roll CwoJ, hole ChoJ 
automobile [?a~to 1biaJ 

For German final l's, processes 12 and L3 plus late vowel-
changing processes give the following forms: 

1.3: 	 Ball Cba ::x:J 
1.8: 	 dunk.el Cct,rdvJ - CdodoJ 
1.9: 	 dunkel CdokoJ 
1.10: 	 ·dunkel [dukoJ - [dukoJ 
1.11: 	 Na.gel CneaJ 

There a.re few words with preconsonantal J:._. The most connnon 
is.milk~ It occurs with a CaJ, which could possibly represent the 
German palatal or English velar J:._. It can be accounted for by 
the vowel-changing rule given above. In the other words the 
vocalic substitute is absorbed. Therefore process B, Glide Loss; 
as given earlier, is operating, Process D, a-Absorption is 
optional here, since some it's do appear. " 

1.6: 	 milk [mrJ 
1.7: 	 milk [m,1aJ > Cm:cJ 
1.9: milk [meaJ 
1.10 and 1.11: milk [mi:kJ22 

cold [doJ - [dolJ 
1,11: wheelba.rrowTwlbaVJ 

Postconsonantal l's are generally unrepresented (in German 
and English alike), We can account for most of the forms by 
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saying tha1:. Labiovelariza.tion, Loss of Coronallty, Dela.ter-
alization,. and Glide Loss· apply, . 

block Cba ~J - Cba J , please Cb i J , blo.w Cbo J < CbaVx J 
e;lass Cdas J, airplane C?e::i:p i J 

However, three words appear with initial wand one vith initial J.: 
flower Cwa'VJ at 1,7 and 1.11  
Florence Cwos J , fly Cwa :rJ at l,11  
slide Cja:t.J at 1.11  

The occurrence of the w•s could mean that B, Glide Loss, is being 
limited, but Leopold siys that thew's are from the f's in these 
words (1947:67), Likewise we cannot be sure whether-the .J_ in 
slide results from an unlabiovelarized 1 or from s.23 
---Hildegard treats intervocalic l's differently, depending on 
whether the mode.l is German or English. German intervocalic !_'s 
are never completely omitted. They occur as imperfect!_, English 
velar!_, .J. or correct!· The most frequent substitute is J_ 
because German intervocalic l's are not labiovelarized. Correct 
l's occur more often in the fast two months, English intervocalic 
I, on the other hand, is usually omitted as late as 1.11. 
Leopold (1947:115) says that its omission may be connected with 
the standard raising of the back of the tongue, The front 
fricative is a less satisfactory substitute for it. Hello is 
found with a strongly velarized 1 from 1,5 on ( a pre~r of 
later events), but Helen has a .J.-:- indicating lack of labio-
velari zation, In the other cases Ll, 12, L3 and Process B, 
Glide Loss, account for the forms. For postconsonantal and inter-
vocalic l's, Glide Loss must be modified from the form given for 
final glides to include: 

(B) V 

1.5: hello C?al~J  
1.6-1.11: dolly Cda: i J - Cda( • )rJ  
1,9, 1.10, 2.0: Helen ChajaJ  
1.10: 	 balloon Cbu:J 
1.11: 	 alley C?a•iJ, Alex C?a·IJ, pillow CblaJ - CbiaJ 

hello CjojJ, Mary Alice Cmea 1 ?aJ - Cme'?aJ -
[mE'?cnrJ 

Hildegard did not produce an r during the first two years. 
She either substituted something for it or omitted it. Leopold 
says (1947:164) that the chief characteristic of.!: is a 
moderately raised position of the tongue tip requiring compli-
cated adjustment of the tongue muscles, difficult for children. 
Adding to the complication in this case is the fact that German 
uvular Risso different from English r. It is a velar spirant 
or roll-or even a velar fricative, but-it is functionally-

http:1.6-1.11
http:1.6-1.11
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closely parallel to English r, and Hildegard treats them in 
much the same way. • · - · · · 

· The processes work out quite well for Hildega.rdis 
trea.tment of !:• Initia.l !: is replaced by CwJ consistently, as 
we woul;d expect. Leopold ( 1947: 114) says that raising of the· 
back of the tongue, essential for R is a.lso registered as 
accompanying the articulation of [r]. The sound is thus akin 
to [uJ. Before a vowel, this becomes the glide [wJ. 

A few words do appear early with [hJ or [jJ for initial r. 
Leopold would explain the [hJ as breath denoting the presence-of 
some consonant. See Appendix B for processes changing [rJ to 
[hJ. Leopold (1947:114) says that [jJ is an "unsuccessf'ul 
rendering of the front part of·r. 11 Both of these early substitutes 
could be explained by the la.ck of muscular control, as for the 
!.'sat an early stage. The [wJ substitutes in the other words 
are regularly derivable by La.bialization, Deretroflexion, Ra.ising, 
and Strengthening. 

1.8, 1,10, 1.11, 2,1: ride [harJ  
1.11, 2.0: room [huJ  
1.11: write [ja1:J  
1.5: Rita [wiwi J 
1.8: roll [woa J, rock-a-bye-baby [wawa J, allright C?awa :i:.J 
1.9: roll [w;:>:J - [wo::x:J - [wojuJ - [woJuJ 
1.10: 	 radio [wea J, rock-a-bye Cwok 1 beb i J, allright 

C?a'wa:rJ, 
1.11: 	 rock-a-bte-baby [woka 1beb I J, roll [woJ .. [woJ, 

read [wl a)J, ring bell [wLba~J, right there 
[wad' (da) J , a· ·lright [?a I wa-i:J, Rita Cw i w i J 

2.1: ring bell [wiboJ 

With final r.'s,. as with final !.'s, there is less nniformity. 
The vowel substitutes are of varying quality. Leopold reports 
that his final [RJ has the North German colloquial pronunciation 
and is slurred to [aJ or is omitted, and after [a] is practically 
inaudible. So we are not surprised to find the nearly standard 
form of~ [meaJ at 1.5, and weisser [wazsaJ for Hildegard a.t 
1.9. 

Fina.l r ~ are not labia.lized in Hildega.rd1s speech. Rl has 
the following form. 

(Rl) 
+ [+Rnd]Gsy~lJ 	 +;tr;ssfo j 

Then processes R2 (Deretroflexion) and D (j-Absorption) account 
for most of the forms with final r's if ve add to them some late 
minor rules to cha.ng~ [e] to other vowels. ([i' l:. a] etc.) when 
it is not absorbed.2 There do not appear to be any conditioning 
factors for these vowel changes. 
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0, 10-1. 4: · there Cdd:) J - Cd!: J - [de I j - Cda: J 
1. 5: hip;h chair Caxta J, ~ C?aJ .  

. i.6: more CmoJ, there CdaJ  
' 	 '' ' 1.7: 	 .water Cwa•J .. Cwo::rJ, Jasper [dadiJ 

1.8: 	 water Cwa1:?J - CwadaJ, here ChIJ, ear C?e:·J 
1.9: 	 butter Cbu:J, here Ch:rJ-- -- .· 
1.10: 	 door CdoJ, poor [bu], there. CdaJ, where [weJ 
~ [bubuJ, ~ CdaJ, streetcar CdidaJ, 
dear Cdia), hair CheaJ, .ear C?laJ, water CwaluJ -
CwajuJ > Cwalu:1- CwoluJ, bear Cbe:aJ, 
airplane C?eJ:p i J -

2.0: 	 deer [diaJ, poor [puJ 
2.1: 	~ [WE] 

Preconsonantal (nonsyllabic) !:..'s are never represented, but 
if we assume the operation of the same processes as for final r's, 
we get the correct forms. There is compensatory vowel lengthening, 
at least optionally, when the [aJ is lost, 

1.10: 	 dark [da:tJ, (a)board C?aba-U-J 
1.11 and 1.12: fork ChokJ > [wo:kJ, New York [nojokJ 

One word is found which should have c!J. Instead of [o~J ~ [u~J, 
which we would expect, [u~J is found. 

1.10, 	1.11: church [d:,u:i:s] 

This could be explained as a fronting of the [aJ before the 
palatal [s] • 25 

Most postconsonantal !:..'s leave no trace in Hildegard 1s speech. 
However, one word, prett2t!, is found early with [rJ or some 
substitute, usually [wJ. If this is considered to be an 
exceptional word, ahead of its time, then the other forms can be 
explained by the operation of Labialization, Deretroflexion, 
Raising, and Glide Loss. 

1.1: 	 Gertrude [da:dlJ, pretty CpwztiJ until 1.8 
1.5: 	 (tooth)brush CbaJ - CbaJ 
1.6: 	 >[bubaJ 
1.7: 	 cracker [gaga] CkxakxaJ 
1.8: 	 brush Cba J , grandpa Cl)C!l ')cl! J 
1.9: 	 pretty Cp1tiJ > CpwztiJ, broke Cbok'J > [buk'J 

three CwiJ, ice cream C?artiJ > C?a1tiJ 
1.10: 	~brush [tusba(r)sJ, break [bekJ, broke [bok'J- ---- ....£rr_, ~ [da::rJ, crash CdasJ, dress [dasJ : [de:sJ 

drink 	Cd:rkJ, cracker CgagoJ, brush [ba(r)sJ, 
three 	CwiJ 

1.11: 	 drink Cdik(~)J, P.I'etty [bidiJ, broke Cbvt'J [bok'J 
three CwiJ, cry [daiJ - Cda:rJ, ....train CteJ, dry [~a(.,:)rJ 
through CduJ - [fuJ, crash [dasJ, toothbrush CtusbasJ 
dress [das], scratch [dasJ, streetcar [dida] 
throw CdoJ, ice cream C?atiJ 
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..... 
2,1: 	 scratch [dasJ. crash [das J, throw a'W'ay [wowe J, 

three· Cwi J 
2.2: 	 crash [dat sJ, 

The forms for three and throw away indicate a limiting of process 
B, Glide Loss, although it still applies in most words. 

Intervocalic r, Rare usually omitted, although [wJ occurs 
in English all right at 1.10. In all other forms Glide Loss is 
operating as well as Rl, R2, and A. These processes (or 
assimilation in a few cases) give the following forms: 

1.4: Marion Cme:me: J > Cmeme J at 1. 5 > [1111?m i J at 1.8 
1.8: 	 ironin~ C?arniJ > C?a1QiJ - C?ainlJ at 1.9 
1.8: 	 all:right C?araI J > C?a '\'1a J at 1.10 
1.11: wheelbarrow [wibaVJ, Theresa [tltaJ > [dltaJ 

4,3, 	 Charles and Edmond Gregoire 

My information on French-speaking children is from Antoine 
Gregoire's (1947) records of his two sons, Charles and Edmond. 
Concerning l's, [wJ and Cu] are never found as substitutes. 
Either 1 is represented as [yJ or it is lost entirely. Apparently 
the 1 1 s-in the children I s model are "light11 • Process Ll, · 
Labiovelarization, is suppressed entirely by the children. Then 
Loss of Coronality (part b) and Delateralization (part b) and 
Strengthening give most of the correct forms, 

Gregoire says (1947:317) that the consonant l began to be 
established at the end of the second year, in spite of the 
occurrence of [yJ as a substitute. It was often found initially 
in articles, but was least sure at the end of words. Edmond 
says ch):-y for Charles and sa-ye for sale, and Charles says tou 
(or lou for clou. At the beginning of the third year, 1 became 
an integral part of the phonology, In Gregoire's words ll947:317), 
their task was to "get rid of old habits of substituting [yJ and 
to get rid of the suppression of l in consonant groups." Or, 
in my analysis, their task was to suppress the processes of Loss 
of Coronality, Delateralization, etc, Certain frequent words 
resist. For example, Charles says aT.ette at 2,2, and soda:t 
at 2.3, but this becomes soldat at 2~ Peut persists for~ 
at 2.4, but pleure appears at 2.2. 

Groups of consonant plus l appear early in Charles' speech, 
12b and L3b are beginning to be suppressed for postconsonantal l's. 

2.1: 	 glaisse 
2,3: 	 bluwe, blu:le, blanc, but nafond for plafond until 2,7 

clou, vla for voile.-,-	-- ---2.4: 	 mele for~ 
2.5: 	 lwi for celui le 
2.6: 	 Chales for Charles 
2.10: 	pleut 
2.11: 	compliment 
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For Edmond: 

2.2: clef is ke > 5i! at 2.3 and 2.5 
2.4, 2:-§'"; pla!t is pai :t. · 
2.5: 	 mirliton 
2.6: 	 f'leur, but ·tablier is tabiye 
2.10: perle 

These forms indicate that Glide Loss is being limited for 
Edmond in postconsonantal position, and the words with correct 
l's indicate a limiting of Loss of Coronality. 

For postconsonantal l's in word final position, the processes 
are still operating,27 They give: 

2,3: 	 siffle > sif, couvercle > couverc 
2.6: 	 epingle > epink 

For Edmond, the processes as given also account for his 
treatment of preconsonantal l's. 

2,5: 	 soldat > todat, (but pal [eJ tot at 2.4 is an 
exceptionr--

For intervocalic l's, L2b, L3b, and Strengthening give these 
forms. B, Glide Loss Is limited as below. 

2.2: 	 boule > bouye, sale> sa:ye, escalier > ca.yer 

These same processes, except optional Glide Loss give the 
forms with initial 1_1s, although~ has a correct 1, indicating 
that the processes are being limited in initial position. 

(B) 

2.2: 
2.4: 

rglide J 
l-Rnd optional 

Concerning!., Gregoire (1947:345) writes that "Charles et 
Edmond se montrent pendant toute la troisieme annee refracteures a 1 1emploi normal de cette consonne." He says that the primary 
reason for that resistance is the weak audibility of the liquid. 
If it is not vibrated, it lacks clarity, and some languages or 
dialects abandon it precisely where Charles and Edmond have omitted 
it most frequently: final r in non-accented position, as in 
popular French (chambre > sambe at 2.5, etc.). 

· According to Gregoire's account of the development of the 
acquisition or r, Charles used the word drole often and thus the 
!. is conserved.- At about the same time~. he started using 
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re for several words. Its use favored keeping the initial r, 
Finally, ·a. "phonological necessity" imposed the presence of-r 
in the forms of the future: iras, fera, ·etc. These forms -
started to be used more toward the ~of the third year, Just 
when the liquid entered into usage with less irregularity. The 
r appeared not only between vowels (as in fese.ras at 2,8 and ira 
at 2,9) but even in groups with an initial consonant, as in --
f[e]ra at 2,7, donn[eJra at 2,8, and s[eJras, 

There are a. few words in which r + w, indicating the operation 
of processes Rl, R2, etc., and occasionally r +&,indicating the 
need for R2b, but usually r + ;, or r + y, 2B The subst'itution of 
[yJ for [rJ is probably because of the concave and forward tongue 
position characteristic of French. This seems to make the r's 
palatal. Therefore, Process Rl, Labialization, is nearly 
suppressed but a process of Palatalization is operating. It 
would be formulated as follows: 

(R'l) 
r + [+front] optional1 (W_vj 

Then there must be an additional part to R2, Deretroflextion: 

(R2d} r 

-cor-Rnd J i 
-Bk[+Retr 

This [iJ would become [yJ by Process C or would be absorbed by 
Process Bin the appropriate positions. 

partie > ~,29 encore un > a:coy-une 

Many words of daily usage were deprived of!:. in the first 
half of the third year (i.e. all processes were operating), but 
in the last half the processes are partially suppressed, and more 
r's appear, 

train> tain, Therese> tee, armoire > ~, 
ta.tine, k~ :me 

For initial r, all processes are operating in Charles' speech, 
although yuw for rue indicates that B, Glide Loss, is optional 
in initial position. Deretroflexion is suppressed in initial 
position at 2,7, 

2.1: ~> !!!:!,~~  
2 • 7 : !J:!!., ~  

For Edmond, all processes operate at 2.1. At 2.5 a.nd 2,6, 
Deretroflexion is optiona.J,., and at 2.7 it is suppressed. 
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2.1: raisin> ezin, rasoir > !!!, 
2.5: ra:be -
2.6:. ~' ro:sse - o:sse 
2.7: renverser, regarde, etc. 

For intervocalic !:.'s, in Charles' speech al.l processes apply 
at 2.0, except that Glide Loss is optional in intervocalic 
position. By 2.1, Glide Loss is suppressed, and by 2.5 Dere-
trofle.xion is nearly suppressed. A few words at 2.7 indicate 
that the processes are stiil opearting optionally, but all 
processes are suppressed by 2,9. 

2.0: couonne, couyi:r 
2.. 1: Charette > Sa.y-ette 
2. 3: n;sir~e > Zi :y~ :y 
2, 4: rn, patira, baraque 
2.7: 	 sau-ais, ca-oussel, barague 
2.9: 	 ira, courir 

In Edmond's speech, the forms with intervocalic r indicate 
that Labialization and Pal.atalization are applying in competition, 
since some v's and some 'l...'s are found. Glide Loss is nearly 
suppressed, except for the forms at 2,3 and 2.4. 

2.2: 	 Charrette > gwette - ceyette - cawette - cawyette 
enco-y-une, Desir€e > Zi:y€y, Desiye~,giraffe > iyafe 

2.3: 	~ > Pais 
2.4: 	 Charrette > Saette 

... ...2 •6 : 	 souris, courir,. pourr: i ... bire, p[l]..r, dee eure 

For final r_'s, Deretroflexion a.nd ~-Absorption account for 
many of the forms in Charles' speech, but these are partially 
suppressed quite early, since some correct r..'s occtll' at 2.1. By 
2,8, the processes are suppressed entirely. 

2.1: 	 rasoir, asa:r, fiere > fe:re, odeur, acore, faire, 
vicaire, bwiy~re, but pou, fai - ---

2.2: 	 bruyere, bwiy~re, pleure, voiture, au revoir > 
~· but ~. E..!!,, fa.cteu(:), fai, touzou, pou 

2.3: 	 fe:re, but tombou 
2 .4-2 .6:pou, ta.rd > ta:' encore > co:' terre > te:' 

bonzou, fateu, noi, bonheu, voi, su, but 
fi~re > fer, (r1asoir - -

In Edmond's speech, Deretroflexion and;t-Absorption operate 
in most words until the fifth or sixth month of the third year. 
At 2.6 about half the forms have final r, and at 2.7 mo~t final 
r..'s are correct. By 2.9, the processes-have been suppressed, 

...2.1: 	 enco 
2.2: 	 confiture > tatu, abat-jour > a bazou, but 

voiture, ·chasseur > sassar 
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2.3: 	 voir > va, encore> enco, ~ > boi 
2.4: 	 zou, pou, but beurre--
2.5: 	 voitu:u, guerre > rn, but ceinture, ~' .elli, 
2.6: 	 jou, !!!!:_, ~' a terre 
2.7: 	 cour, ~' but pou 
2.9: 	 fleur, pour, etc. 

No substitutes (except·zero) appear for preconsonanta.l r. 
Therefore, Deretroflexion andi-Abso:rption are operating. In 
some cases the preceding vowel is lengthened. The processes are 
beginning to be suppressed at 2.5 for Edmong and are completely 
suppressed by 2.7, but Charles is slower. Eternuw appears at 2.4, 
but it is well ahead of its time, and real suppression of De-
retroflexion in preconsonantal position does not take place until 
2.9 and 2.10. Edmond: 

2. 2: parti > ~' garyon > ta.con ~ dacon, Mariette > 
ayette, Marteau > 'a.teau, chariot > ce;yot 

2.3: apo:tez, ~' pati~ rien > yien, but ~arcon 
2.4: a.:moi:, ~' chayot, ~' gacon, vete, ~ 
2.5: zadin, ~, ~' but ea.riot, partir, mor queur 
2. 6: ~' garcon - sa.con, ferme, farceur, j a.rdin, 

carnet, corde 
2.7: personne71a'rdin, parti, tiroir 

Charles: 

2.l: 	 be.rdaf > ba.daf, domez-vous , femez, mateur, 
berg~re >~re  

2,2: ja:din, domi:r  
< 	 ... t· ... . ... i2.4: 	 so:ti, ega.:dez, pote, ~, ~ - ~' 

iii'aceau' but eternuw 
2.5: 	 cherche > sese, partie > pa.ti:z, cobea.ux, 

merle > mel 
2.6: 	 canet,30 Irma > Ima, tournez > tounez, 

partira > pa.tire. 
2.7: moceau, pati, zounal, renve:se, but cordon 
2.9; partir 
2.10: ga:dez, but borduw 
2.11: armoire > aJnoire 

Postconsonantal !:.' s often do not appear at all, but are 
sometimes represented by [wJ and sometimes by [yJ, Edmond has 
suppressed the Labialization process for postconsonantal !:_1S, 
and [yJ usually appears. ·charles, however, has suppressed the 
Palatalization process, end CwJ is the usual substitute. 

For Charles, Labia.lization, Deretroflexion and Glide Loss 
apply at 2.:1. At 2.2, Glide Loss is being limited, and at 2.l~ 
Deretroflexion also is slightly limited. At 2.5, a.11 processes 
apply .:.n some vords, and iu other words no processes aunly. Thi'! 
processes appear to be optional at 2.6, and at 2.8. Deretroflexion 
has been suppressed. 

http:cobea.ux
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.. 
.. 

bouyet·te, fe:r, -l-a:b:foot 
brouillard > bou,yard' pr!s > :e!, a.tape' 'butC. . . .bwiyere . 

C '- . . ' 2.3·: 	 keyon, mette, ~ 
2.4: 	 touver-,~n. pendre., ~. dole, cogue, 

gand, agate , but prener · 
2.5: 	 peut-e:te, mette, tompette, dole, apetez.,-vous, 

but ~ > touwa.in · 
viendra > vindra, reluira > reiuisra, grande, 
ceme 

2.6: 	 br:un, ~:and, rruneau, prender, frere, but 
d3le, Ke :yon, Ke :me, che.mbre > sambe, pau~e > pauf 
gand - grand, ouvi:, reluire > reluisa, viendra > 
vindra. · 

2.1: 	 ~. frere ' grant' Sfandez' ~. drole ' pendu'
caoussel, touer, tain later krain) - trwain, · 
frwere, ~and'mame:n,-tremper >tremprwer 

2 .8: fr~re, drole, fraise 
2,9: Francois, dormira. > domra., but eki :re 
2,11: prendu, pres, etc. 

ln·Edmon~ ' s speech, more variation appears, All processes 
apply at 2.1~ At 2,3 Glide Loss is slightly limited; Labialization 
occurs in one word; and one word occurs with a correct r, but it 
is exceptionai. The same situation obtains until. 2, 7, ihen 
Deretroflexion is beginning to be limited, and some correct r's 
appear, By 2.10 all processes are suppressed for postconsonantal 
r's in Edmond's speech . 

2.1: 	 tresor > ~. croute > coute 
2.2: 	 tommpette, cr,on > ki :yon, ke:me, bosse, but 

train, i;:!!! > ~Cbyin, ~; tch'a.m, tchye.m 
2.3: 	 train> tyin, but 

keyon' tiyon' gain ' agafe: ,chevre > se: fe 
bras> bwa 
bretelle 

2,4: 	 train> kyin - tyin, trou > s:you 
g~din, coute, ~ > kam, champe, ~ > enke 

2 , 5: keyon, pa.ti :y, acoche, aute 
2,6: to!11Pette, "k~yon, dale, but 

train>~  
bras > bwa --, ...,_-	 ; ' ~ ~. gosse, doite, temper, giye, o:gesse, etier,  
but trou > tyou (later ~), but  
train > terain (la:ter train), ru:;:i;r:e: , prend(re),  
gros, degres > decres, etrier  

2 .8: 	 crouts, but ta.nquille 
2.10: crouts, krand, etc. 

http:touwe.in
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. 4.4. Moscowitz 

Ariene.:t. Moskowi.tz (1969, Mzb) in a study of:the acquisition 
of English phonology, reports that. in one child, Mackie, /1/ arid 
/r/ are fairly stable, although botQ are quite often omitted ~n 
final position; and CwJ is. the most frequent substitute for poth. 
Another child, Erica, however, is "unable to maintain her 
articulators in a finely adjusted position (end holds the 
articulators too ciosed, among other things)," end this leads to 
converting many of the l's to a ~-like quality •. If /1/ is not 
correct or does not occur in its 'opener" form as [j], it is 
omitted (as it often is in clusters), but it is never [wJ. So, 
Erica has suppressed Labiovelarization, and all her 1' a are "light," 
Mackie, on the other hand, has the unlimited fonn of Labiovelarization 
of l's and Labialization of r.'s, since [wJ is the frequent 
substitute. Erica: 

the leaf Cdal1JfJ, it's yellow Ci•jclaoJ, puddle 
CphadalJ - CphadaoJ, balloon Cbaj6nJ, eleven Ci•jevtnJ, 
fly Cfa·iJ - CtlGJ, playground Cp~e~gJ~ndJ, 
Arlene CaJj1·nJ, poor Leslie CphoJ•esjUJ 

The !.'a in playground, Arlene, poor Leslie above ar; correct,  
as they are in frog [fJa..,·gJ, ~ CkhaJs·J, and beer CbtjJJ  

Sununary of Processes and Their Limitations; Conclusion5. 

Ll. Labiovelarization 

1 	 j+Rnd l  
t:"velarJ  

This is limited to 

1 + 	 r+Rnd I [ ]J 
tvelar I 

I 

by Daniel, Suzanne, Eleni, Jennifer, Joan (exbept that some  
intervocalic 1 1 s are excluded) , and Hildege.r.d ( except that  
Labiovelarization is optional for her in intervocalic end word  
final positions).  

This process is entirely suppressed for Erica, and Charles  
and Edmond Gregoire; Mackie has it in its unlimited form.  

12. Loss of Coronality 

[+lateral] 1 [-coronal] 

http:Moskowi.tz
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i.e. a) lw. 
ul+ . .,.Gt!arJ 

Jennifer limits this part to 

1" + ul I 
" ff-G& 

b) 1 
+ ilGvelarJ-Rnd · " 

Daniel limits this at 1.6-1.7 to 

1 ~l 
-+ C-coronalJr-velar·J I 

L-Rnd 

L3. Dels.teralization 

-cor J-son 
±velarLl 

+ C-lateralJ 

i.e. a) u1 

G:~~arJ 
+ l¾. 

C-ls.tere.lJ 

b) il 

G:~~arJ + iC-lateralJ 

The children limit a.nd suppress these earlier in some 
positions than in others. 

Rl. Labialization 

[ +Rnd] 

This is limited to 

[+Rnd) I (/02\ 
'(;tr~) 

by Daniel, Suzanne, Eleni, Melissa, Jennifer (although no 
examples of intervocalic r appear), and Hildegard (although it 
is optional for initial ~'s). 



:. , ...... 

4o  

Mackie bas Rl in its unlimited f orm. For Joan it is 
slightly· l imited in finei position and does not apply inter-
vocalically. Edmon4 and Charles have nearly suppressed Rl. 

R2. Deretroflexion 

sonorant -+ -R 

i.e. a) b) c) ,,. r r -+ a r .. 0 ... 65: w ...- -Rnd 
+Rnd Bk +Rnd~-~rontlJ [or l [°or ] +Bk Retr. +Bk 
+Retr. - stress +Retr 
- stress +stress 

The subparts of this process become optional or are 
suppressed at different times in the different positions in 
words . 

A. Raisin5 

i.e. a) 0 -+... Ji½GVOC+Rnd J -+ C+HighJ 
+Bk b} oa ... n ~ 

No specific limitations are f ound. 

B. Glide Loss 

hGlideJ ... ;,Rnd 

Dnaiel at 1.6- 1 .7 limited this as follows: 

a)
1 [v_c) t:faJ .. ~ L.c V b) 

Part b was limited right away 

l±Rnd J ... r/, 1[ v_c)Lglide 
a) 

. ~~~~  b} 

At 2,5 part a was limited 

http:vocal.ical.ly
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a.)Cf;ghJ
l+Rnd 1LglideJ 

+ " I . ~~~  V b) 

Suzanne has this same limitation of {a) at 2.10, a.a did Joan at 
1.1 (except that a consonant does not have to follow). 

Eleni, 	Jennifer, and Joan limited it to  

r+Rnd 1 . L glideJ 

Hildegard limited B to [+Round] glides at 1;·5, as follows: cglide] + I, I [ J+Rnd 

then at 1.8: 
C J VGglide]: r/i I ~~+Rnd -J, 

{a_) 

The Gregoires limited B to [-Round] glides: 

c 	 r-~o=-gJ optional 
glide] + r/i I-Rnd 

C. 	 Strengthening 
a.) 

glide + [-vocalic] I V('<:} b) 

i.e. 	 i + y 
"u,. 'W' -J, 

D, z- ruurni::Etion 

a + JS I C vocalic]
l'I 

Daniel and Melissa have this process in a more limited form: 

f+vocJ 
!!-Bk 
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Daniel limits it further to 

Lpwj
+Bk 
+Rnd ~ V 

Eleni has it in the form 

tLow]a + tfi I +Bk 
" V 

and i-Absorption is optional for her after all other vowels. 
Hildegard has it in its unlimited form, although it is 

optional after 1.10. 

5.1, Special Processes 

R'l. Palatalization 

r -+ [+front] 
optional 

Edmond and Charles have this process. Joan has the form: 

r -+ [+front] / V V 

before 1.11. Hildegard, at early stages, has the limited form 

r · -+ [+front] I # V 

R2d 

r 

-Rndcor J + i 

[~!tr 

Joan a.nd Hildegard have this process early, and Charles and 
Edmond have it at all stages, 

a) y (or j ) -+ ( zJ -+ {)} 

Joan has the first part of this process so that J -+ z. 
Hildegard has the second part at early stages, but it is optional 
(j -+ h / # _) 



b) ~J + n 
[.:Velar 

Only Emily has this late change. 

c) Vowel Adjustment 

1) 
optional 

Hildegard has these changes. 

d) a + a 

Joan has this late process. 

5,2. Conclusion 

Although the exact form of the above processes varies from 
child to child, it can be seen that these processes of Labio-
velarization of 1_1s, LabiaJ.ization of r..'s, etc., do account 
for most of the substitutions encountered in the speech of the 
children investigated. Thus the hypotheses made at the outset 
of the study have been verified: 1) A few basic processes seem 
to be taking place in the children's acquisition of liquids, 
2) These processes are gradually limited and suppressed as 
acquisition proceeds. 3) Changes taking place in French and 
German children are slightly different (i.e. the processes are 
being suppressed differently according to the types of liquids 
found in the language). It will be shown in Appendix B that the 
fourth hypothesis, concerning historical change and dialectal 
variation, has also been verified. 

In conclusion, it appears that the acquisition of at least 
this one segment of phonology, the liquids, ce.n be explained 
quite well by the model which says that a number of innate 
processes are gradually limited and suppressed as acquisition 
progresses. 
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Appendix A  

Processes in Their Strongest Forms  

1 r 
LL Labiovelarization Rl. Labialization 

..... (+Rnd]1 .... ~Rnd+velarJ 
L2. Loss of Coronality 

C+ lateral J -+ [-coronal J 

i.e. 	 a)  
.... ul  ,..  

+Rnd  

b) 1  
.... il  

Gv;;.,J 
Gvelar]-Rnd "' 

L3. Delateralization R2. Deretroflexion 

J Sonorant + -R 
~cor+son .... [-lateral] 
±velar i.e. a) b) c) .,. 

r r 
i.e. a) ul .... 	 w r w~ .... [-lateral]GsGn J+velar 	 +Rnd -Rnd +Rndrr ]rr] [°or ]+Bk +Bk 	 +Bk 

b) 11 .... 	 +Retr • +Retr. +Retr.i"' J .... [-lateral] -stress 	 +stress-=~!ressGson 't-velar 	 + 
0 .:) 	 oa,. 
" A. Raising 

rvoc] .... High]+Rnd [  
+Bk  

i.e. .s.) 0 ...... i 
b) o! + u! 

B. Glide Loss 

[ glide] ...,. ti,±Rnd 



a) 

b) 

C. 	 Strengthening 

glide -+ C-vocalicJ l 

i.e. i -+ y 
I\ 

U -+ V,.. 
D. 	 i-Absorption 

a + (, I C+vocalicJ 
" 

Special Processes of Limited Application 

R'1. Palatalization of !.. 

r 	 + [+front] / rrn _;\·L C.c _v.>) optional 

R2d. Deretroflexion of palatal!.. 

r 

~~~~ J -+ 

h:!tr. 
i 

a) 	 y(orj) ... (z) ... (0 
b) 1 	 J + n~Rnd-velar 

c) 	 Vowel adjustment  

1)  
a 	 + optional(-0  

2) 	 {;} ... . ... a -optional 

d) a + 	 a 
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Appendix B 

Brief Survey of Similar Processes in Synchronic.Alternation, 
Historical Change, and Dialectal Variation 

Most of the processes found to be operating in the speech of 
the children do have parallels in historical change or dialectal 
variation. The major processes are found in several languages, 
a.nd the less important processes have fewer parallels in historical 
change. 

1. Processes affecting 1 

1.1. Labial Substitutes 

Passy (1890:156, 157, 224) writes that a slight exaggeration 
of "grave 111 (velar) gives (lqJ and if this is then joined by 
labial action, (lWJ results, "as we sometimes find in English." 
He says that this [lWJ is very common in Slavic languages, and 
that: 

pour un son somme [lWJ, la modification l'a.biovela.ire 
n'est que 1 1 accessoire; me.is. si elle est tres forte, 
elle peut finir par etre l'essentiel, et alors on la 
conserve seule sans articuler de [lJ; ce qui donne 
CwJ ou CuJ. C1est ainsi que l'anglais rook •• , 
devient wuk, 

Similarly, Grammont (1950:278) writes that, if a velar, 
especially at the end of a syllable, loses its 11glissement lateral, 11 

a!!. is substituted naturally for it. Grammont (1950:207) explains 
the vela.rization of l between a vowel and a consonant as follows: 

The preceding vowel tends to increase the aperture of 
the 1, and 11d 1autre part la consonne a.ppuyee qui suit 
tendant a faire anticiper ses mouvements articulatoires, 
la pointe de la langue perd la fermete de son point 
d'appui; la la.ngue se detend et par suite sa partie 
posterieure remonte vers le voute palatine. Le 
glissement lateral est done reporte plus en arriere: 
c'est 1 11 velaire. 11 

That state is generally that of Latin. In French the evolution 
has continued, and the point of the tongue has definitely lost 
contact, The velar 1 has become Cu] (i.e. *chevals > chevaus, 

~etc.). The phase CuJ - has been preceded by a phase Cu J, at the 
moment when the point of the tongue was only on the verge of losing 

http:velaire.11
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contact. The.t phase is conserved in "roumanche: 11 kau3:, au3:, 
autter. The English of the. 16th century gi.ves a further exampie: 
ill,, .!!fil, ~ were pronounced Ca.u1J, Csau1tJ, ·Ctau1kJ. 

C.-J. Bailey {1969:270). discussed CiJ in .American English 
dialects. He says that ClJ has a CwJ or ['V'J quality and is 
e.rticu1ated with the dorsum of the tongue against the teeth on 
one side of the mouth. Examples from Southern States Engiish 
show the CuJ vowel as in CbDulJ for ball. · 

Wise {1957) also discusses the velariza.tion of postvocalic 
l's in English. He says tha.t "drawl dia.lectsn draw out the 1 
until it forms another syllable, and (9] intrudes to a.ugmentthe 
syllable. Fool becomes [fualJ, and in Eastern American call is 
Cko~ I J. In'southern forms the 1 drops, but vela.rization~d 
la.bialization) of the vowel is retained, end we find milk Cm1okJ, 
!911 CkroJ, puilt Cbiot ]., The same process produced avowel of 
a different height in Scottish English. Tollbooth is Ct~YbuOJ, 
ball is CbA"vJ. The velarized vowel is dropped regularly after 
Ca.J in Scottish English, and scald is [skadJ, ~ CaJ, false 
CfasJ, awful CafuJ. In Southern American and Negro dialects, the 
velarized vowel disappears in words like twelve Ctw~vJ, million 
C mijanJ, This also happens in General American before J.., !:., and 
!!_, and volume is CvajemJ, already is [arediJ. 

1.2. Palatal Substitutes 

Changes of;!:_ to Cy] (or [jJ) are common in the literature 
on historical change. Usually the change takes place via Cl'J. 
Grammont {1950: 81, 208} writes that 1pa.latalized1 l's are very 
frequent. They are characterized by a large extent-of the region 
of contact of the tongue, but vary greatly according to language 
a.nd positions of the tongue, Grammont explains how an ClJ can 
change to [iJ in postconsonantal position, as in Italian chiave 
from cla.ue, pieno from plenu, bianco from blancu, etc. He says 
{1950:2b8) that the initial phenomenon is always the same, 
"affa.iblissement par la. voyelle de la position specifique de la 
pointe de la langue, 11 which takes a position more favorable to 
the following consonant. 

Des lors ce n 1est plus la pointe qui s 1 eleve vers 
le palais, mais la pa.rtie anterieure du dos de la 
langue; c'est a peu pres la position de Cl 1J, a 
laquelle on aboutit instantanement. 

In some regions C1 1 J is still preserved, for example in the 
mountainous dialects of Fribourg, and in many dialects [lJ is 
palatalized only after pa.late.ls: chiang, but plin, bland. 

Passy (1890:145) also gives the above exa:mple of ordinary 
1 + CJJ or Ci] in Italian, and he says that it probably happened
by the intermediary of [AJ or c1JJ, but that, judging from the 
pronunciation of children, it could have been direct. He reports 
that the reinforcement of a transitory sound in [jJ takes place 
after a palatal liquid (AJ, which thus becomes [l+jJ. This 
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happens in northern France .and results in [br i • I je j, [mu I je J 
for [bri/4eJ, [mu/4eJ, In Svedish l.1-+ j, probably by wa.y of C/4J. 

Passy (1890:94, 158) also tells how laterals c~ become vowels 
if the passage of air is enlarged~ When.the passage is enlarged, 
the rest of the tongue occupies a determined position, and one 
hears the vowel corresponding to the last position modified by 
the particular position of the point of the tongue, Thus French 
acute !. may become [jJ or [iJ: 

[ljJ -+ [AJ -+ [jJ or [iJ 

Jakobson (1968:17) mentions that l (and r) change to CjJ 
in the Russian dialect of Lower Kolyma:- and also in the "love 
language" of Russian peasant women in Northeast Siberia. 

Collinder (1965:88) reports that Mordvin intervocalic l 
has become palatal before front vowels: 

1 1 J *l -+ /_ r+voc 
l_:front . 

Collinder also says (1965:80) that in some of the Uralic languages 
reconstructed *l's developed into [jJ, before both front and back 
vowels. 

Passy, who in 1890 was saying that "changes come from 
children" gives one example concerning !_'s (1890:233), 

Le changement d 11 en 1 mouille apres une consonne, 
qui s'est accompli de.ns tant de dialectes romans,, 
n 1est qu 1une prononciation enfantine rectifiee, 
prononc iat ion qui nuj ourd1hui encore nait 
brusquement sous nous yeux, tels parents disant 
tres nettement fleur, blanche, et leur enfant 
non mains nettement fleur, bllanche (J_ pour!. 
mouille,) 

1,3, Nasal Substitute 

The change of [lJ to [nJ which appeared in Emily Salus' 
speech is found less frequently in the data on historical change. 
However, Grammont (1950:208) does mention that in certain places 
in the interior of the island of Sicily!. has become,!!_ before 
dentals, The anterior part of the tongue has taken in advance 
exactly the position required for the dental, and the !. "n I a 
eu d'autre ressource pour sortir en glissement que de recourir 
a 1 1 abaissement du voile du pa.la.is." Thus we find antru, 
santu, punsa, etc. 

Often 1-+ n is cited as a sort of assimilation (e.g. lincel-+ 
nincel in "le trecorois") or a dissimilation (e.g. Vulgar Latin 
cuntellu from cultellu) (Grammont 1950:278). 
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Thai has no syllable final l or r, and 'When these are 
introduced in loan words, n is substituted for them. This is 
also frequent in. American· Indian languages, e .g~ Biloxi changes
!. from loan words to CnJ, arid iri Nootka, !_ has·everywhere become 
[nJ. In addition, [nJ is sometimes substituted for liquids in 
"consonant symbolism" used in some ·Indian languages of the 
Northwest.31 

Jua.ng, a Munda language., also has undergone a process 
whereby l became [nJ in certain positions so that buffalo, which 
is ba9tET in Sora, and bo9tel in Kharia, is bo9ten in Juang,v 
and girl, which is ~nsEI in Sora and konsel in Kharia is bopcen 
in Juang (Pinnow 19~ 

1.4. Other Substitutes 

In support of our claim that the substitution of z for light 
l in Joan Velten's speech involves several processes, there appear 
to be no examples of such an alternation or change in adult 
languages. 

The confusion of!_ and!:!_ is mentioned in Grammont (1950:205), 
He writes that h has a 

point d 1articulation vague sur la moitie anterieure 
du palais, du sommet de la voute aux dents. 1 1h 
est un phoneme a glissement articule dans la meme 
region. La confusion acoustique entre les deux est 
facile; la difference articulatoire est minime, 1 1h 
en question etant une sorte d'l articule avec la -
pointe de la langue vers le bas. 

2. Processes Affecting r's. 

2.1. Labial Substitutes 

Passy (1890:156) discusses the labiovelarization of r,'s, 

cette concordance des actions labia.le et vela.ire •.• 
Airisi le [JJ anglais se prononce souvent [J~J 
Il n 1est pas rare que ce [JJ se transforme en 
[wJ (surtout devant les voyelles vela.ires): 
rook [wukJ, horses [~J~stzJ, 

If a French velar r is prolonged and accompanied by labial 
action [R~J results (Pai°sy 1890:48, 147, 156). In Parisian 
French [RJ tends to be velarized and changed to [q~J, which can 
then become [wJ: 

In some French dialects r. becomes a voiceless velar fricative 
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and then eventually CvJ. Similarly, German uvular !:., if rounded, 
may become i:wJ by way of .a velar spirant~ 

2.2. r + • (or a) 

About the change of!: to CaJ, Grammont (1950:77) says: 

Quand la fricative est un sonore, si 1 1aperture 
augmente et que la pression diminue legerement, 
on n 1entend plus que lee vibrations laryngiennes, 
a mains que la disposition des organes ne fournisse 
un resonateur propre a !'emission d 1une voyelle. 
Ainsi en anglais de.ns certaines positions 
particulierement a la finale, 1 1r devient [a]: 
~ [dfaJ father [fao~J. (Cette voyelle [aJ, 
articulee un peu en avant du sommet de la voute 
palatine, est une sorte d 1a dans divers dialectes: 
dans certains parlers d 1Allemagne du Nord der 
Vater + [dafataJ, der Berger + [dabaga J c 'est bien 
un ~ mas ce n'est pas 1 1~ ordinaire de ces 
parlers; c 1est un a qui a le timbre de 1 1r qu 1il 
remplace , - -

Passy (1890:94) tells how all fricatives (including i:) can 
become vowels when the passage is enlarged, The tongue occupies 
a determined position, and one hears the vowel of the past 
position, modified by the particular position of the point of 
the tongue. Thus we get tlJJ,[o~J,[raJ 1 etc. These sounds do 
exist in some langua~es, for example [a. ~J,[~JTJ in English 
dark and lord and [rlJ in Russian. 

There are many such examples from contemporary dialects 
in C.-J. Bailey (1969:250-253), He says that rfJ before 
consonants and wrd boundaries loses its retroflexion and becomes 
[.:iJ, One may hear~ as [si-aJ or [sea:J, ~ [yu-aJ, cart 
[kha.(a):tJ,horse [h~:sJ,~ [wea:J (in British English,.--In 
the deep South boor~ bore, pure, four, etc., have [oa:J or [wa:J. 
In short, tort I;°(aJ:J is often heard. Iron in some dialects ma...v 
be ca.a(:) n-J.-

2. 3. Loss of r 

Loss of intervocalic r, as found in some children, is 
reported in Vulgar Castilian Spanish (Castro 1924:12). Quiero 
is Cqui6J fueras CfuasJ, etc.; and in Andalusia r is lost in 
trae10, 11avUo, for traer10, 11eva.r10. -

Jakobson (1968:14) mentions the loss of r before consonants 
in Russian children (with a lengthening of the vowel), so that 
marka 11mark11 is Cma:kaJ, 

2.4. Palatal Substitutes 

Grammont reports (1950:209) that in Andalusia r + y and  
from there becomes CiJ, the second element of a di~hthong:  
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porquero + poiquero, largo -+ la.igo •· He pre~umes tha.t there would 
be an intermediate step of palatalized r [JJJ. 

As mentioned previously !.. (and !.> change .to [J J in the 
~ssia.n dialect ot Lower Kolyma., and in the "sweet talk11 of 
~sia.n peasant women. Jakobson (1968:17) also mentions that 
this ch~ge occurs in Gre.mm.ont's 2-yea.r-old son, who.took the 
pronunciation from his younger sister and generalized it through 
his whole vocabulary. · 

2.5. Other Substitutes. 

There a.re examples of the change of r-+ z in the literature, 
although the opposite change of z-+ r (rhotacism) as in Latin 
in intervocalic position, or in the Germanic languages, is more 
common,33 Passy (1890:147) mentions the chang~ of r-+ sin 
French, e.s in cha.ire -+ chaise. He supposes CJJJ as an intermediate 
step, which still exists in some areas, Gra.mmont's explanation 
(1950:74) of the change of!.. to!_ is as follows: 

Siles orge.nes ne sont pas assez rapproches pour 
que le tremblotement se produise, 1 1air s'ecoule 
d 1une maniere egale entre ces organes et lea r 
qui en resultent sont bien alors des liquides-et 
des spirantes. C'est a tel point qu'il leur 
arrive de se confondre acoustiquement avec d 1autres 
liquides ou d 1autres spirantes. Ainsi 1 1 r 
a.lveolaire sans battements se confond ais€ment 
avec une certaine nuance de z: roussillonnais 
sastre < *sa.ztre < sart(o)re:-

In Turkic reconstructed~ (intervocalic) develo~ed into_!. 
( Poppe 1965: 197) , Manchu iri , Mongolian ir, Chuvash yer, 
ancient Turkic iz "trace." 

The minor change of r-+ h which appeared in Hildegard 
Leopold's speech has a rew parallels in historical change and 
dialectal variation. Grammont (1950:278) writes that posterior 
aspiration is a very satisfying replacement of a. velar or 
pharyngeal r_; thus Arabic §ar§a "cacher" arises from §arl?a.r. 
Grammont says that any !:. whatever can: 

aboutir pa.r dissimilation a une aspiration. Se 
cette aspiration est mal caracterisee OU Si le 
systeme phonique n'en comporte pas, c'est 1 1 

amuissement, le residu de l'r dissimile n'ayant 
pas pu prendre corps sous fonne d 1un autre 
phoneme existant. 

Castro (1924:12) reports a change of r to h in the 
Andalusia dialect of Spanish: carne > cahne, virgen > ~. 
etc. 
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Footnotes· 

l. "Frequency" may not be the best term to use here, but it 
indicates simply.that the number of forms in which a process is 
applying is becoming progressively smaller. The process is still 
optional, but it ~s applying to fewer forms. 

2. At this stage (2.11) horses is Chogrs,zJ, with cotJ like 
Daniel had, The!. off-glide may indicate that we need another rule, 
between Labie.lization and Reretroflexion, parallel to L2, Loss of 
Corona.lity. This would give a stage like CofrJ, etc., parallel to 
c~I J cl I J. . . 

3, Suzanne inserts epenthetic C~J here, as Daniel did, 
4. Daniel occurs once at this stage as [d,nal J, which is 

far ahead of its time, perhaps because it is such a frequent vord. 
5, Cwal~J also appears for this word, indicating the 

unlimited form of Labiovelarization, but it is the only such 
form found for Eleni. 

6, It is impossible to tell what is happening with inter-
vocalic !_'s, since telephone is CdefonJ, color CkadaJ, dollie 
[d5d i J. 

7, Light occurs once as [zaltJ, This is interesting in 
view of later data on Joan Velten. 

8. It should be noted here that since Melissa's model is a 
Northeast !,-less dialect, probably R2b and D will never be 
suppressed in final or preconsona.ntal position. 

9, For the word for animals we need a rule lowering CuJ to 
[oJ in this particular environment. 

10. All postconsonantal !_'s were unrepresented in Jennifer's 
speech a year earlier. I do not know why Loss of Coronality has 
been so strangely limited at this stage. 

11. Cry occurs at this stage as CkwaiJ, indicating that B, 
Glide Loss, is being limited. 

12. There is independent evidence for this process since the 
only word with an initial y_ in the model has a [zJ in Joan's 
speech: vard [za•dJ. 

13. Lunch also occurs as [natsJ but this is explainable by 
assimilation, as are CbapJ for lamb and (nan] for lion. 

14, Since Velten is writing phonemically, he uses~ for the 
[uJ in word final position after a vowel, I am treating them as 
equivalent in this position. 

15, Joan often lengthens vowels when the glide is lost, both 
for l's and r's. 

16. Postconsonantal r's in French words are treated the same 
at this stage, e.g. CdusJ-is found for~-

17, At 1.11 to 2,3 French uvular r is CzJ as in Raoul CzawJ 
Montreal [mazua' J ( from CIT!Orea. t I J) , At 2. O urends ga.ra:e-Ts 
CzadadJ, English E!:. would be a simple labial stop at this stage. 
Gaberell Drachman says that the [zJ for!.. is due to the fact that 
the tongue tip is down for French, and the child lacks tongue tip 
control at this early stage. 
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18. For l(arla, Hildegard's younger sister, CjJ we.a a less 
common substitute, e.lthough Cj~kJ was fol.ind for ~ at 1.10. 

19. Liebling is Cwitl J at 1.11. Leopold interprets this 
not as a rel!l.l substitute, but as a blend with Fritzchen or 
sweetheart. Karla has Clpl J - Clptl J at 1.11, with.omission of 
the 1. 

20. Leopold quotes other studies in which [IJ is found for 
German!• For example, in footnote 35 (Leopold 1939:26) he 
quotes Ronjat, who says that Ball may be [bay], 

21. Leopold (1939:65) says that Karla's regular substitute 
was Cu] at 1.10 and 1.11 in apple, purple, CoJ in bicycle. 
People was Cpipi J at 1.10, She omitted English and German! in 
all, call, nail, bell, etc. 
- ~ In footnote 175 Leopold (1939:70) says that Kenyon 
(p. 221) gives C"\TJ for 1, giving CmnrkJ as the common form for 
milk, but he also mentions· that Cmrak] is found. 
-- 23. Karla also had sl + j (Leopold 1947:67). 

24. Although I did not find such variation in my work, it 
is evidently not uncommon. In footnote 186, Leopold says that 
Holmes (p. 221) notes that r ~ a in bear from 1.7 to 1.11, but 
Holmes gives CaJ as another substitute. Also Karla has CTJ 
occasionally as in [hE~J for hair at 1.10. 

25. Karla (Leopold 1939:136) at 1.10 had C~oat J for hurt, 
which is what we would expect to get by processes Rl, R2c, and A. 

26, CpytlJ also appears occasionally at 1.4 and 1.5. 
Similarly, Karla has CpyiJ at 0.9 and CpytlJ at 0.11. These forms 
can be explained by optional Palatalization of!:. and Deretro-
fle.xion. The Palatalization process is given in Appendix A. 

27. Since postconsonantal word final 1 is usually unrepresented 
in popular French, these processes may never be suppressed for l's 
in that position, although the usual explanation is that such 
final 1 1 s are devoiced and then lost (e.g. ~ + tab+ + tab). 

28. Occasionally r + 1 as in brule > bluwe am and blu:e 
at 2.5. 

29. pa:yti is a variant. Early attempts at!. sometimes 
result in such an elongation of the preceding vowel, regardez > 
a:dez. 
--30. Gregoire (1947:305) says that when asked if he said 
canet, Charles responded, "No, ca-net" (with a slight pause) • 
---31. Consonant symbolism is a deliberate change of sounds, 
frequent for some kind of diminutive or derogatory speech, or 
when speaking to children (Mary R. Haas, personal communication). 

32. Grammont (1950:293) mentions a change of z + i before 
a sonorant in "roussillonnais" (e.g. *azbre > a.ibre, etc.). 

33. Arnold M. Zwicky (personal communication} says that 
we should not discount the possibility that an apparent change 
r + z is really the reappearance of an underlying !.· 
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